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2,169
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LETTER FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
The process of liberalisation of the European
and Spanish postal industries, the legislative
development in Spain, the consolidation of key
players in the domestic market and the spread
of new alternatives for communications and
business are bringing about a scenario of new
challenges and opportunities which Correos must
meet.
Correos is making ready to face a crucial
period of its history. Therefore, the Company’s
strategy is to strengthen its business and
entrench its position as the industry leader. The
Parent Company’s performance in 2006 was
encouraging: among other achievements, it raised
revenue by 3.8%.
The Parent Company’s investment – 2.2% higher
than in 2005 – went mainly towards facilities,
disabled access, automation, and information
technologies; these are the foundations for
steadily improving the quality of our service.
We achieved efficiency gains by refurbishing and
upgrading our operating centres. We boosted
our customer-facing network by creating 139 new
multi-service offices and extending opening hours
at a further 116 offices. We further developed
our online services, enhanced coverage and

sharpened our focus on customers’ real needs.
And we introduced leading-edge technologies
to become more flexible and adapt to the new
requirements of businesses and the general
public.
We improved our processes in a range
of innovative ways, by running ambitious
programmes under the INTEGRA Project of
corporate technology upgrade, implementing
Radio Frequency Identification technologies
(RFID) across the Company, and equipping
our urgent delivery staff with Personal Digital
Assistants (PDAs) to enable them to track
registered items more effectively.
Further highlights included enhanced logistics
throughout the entire postal chain: optimised
clearance procedures, reorganised transport
networks, further automation of letter-post items
processing and upgrade and standardisation of
delivery units.
The Parent Company gave a powerful boost to
its product range by creating its own financial
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services brand, BanCorreos. This step marks the
start of a determined growth drive in this area.
Partnership deals with other companies further
widened and rounded out the product portfolio of
our multi-service office network.
Our subsidiaries Correo Híbrido, Correos
Telecom and Chronoexprés strengthened
their footholds in their fields. The turnaround
programme at Chronoexprés implemented over
the past few years succeeded in changing the
business trends. The Group’s four companies
intensified their synergies and combined their
distinctive individual strengths to give shape to
an integrated, comprehensive range of services.
We have powerfully diversified our offering to
meet new demands with flexible products and
services that align with the emerging needs of our
customers, who are the focus of everything we do.

to providing the universal postal service to the
general public.
At Correos, our people are a vital strategic
asset and give us our main competitive edge.
Our employees’ commitment to the service
they provide and to the Company has made it
possible for us to achieve the milestones and
results set out in this Annual Report; and it is that
commitment which will underpin the Company’s
future successes. I should like to thank our
employees for their professionalism and
dedication.

José Damián Santiago Martín

Correos is firmly committed to the wider
community. As part of our corporate social
responsibility programme, for several years now
the Company has sponsored a wide-ranging raft
of initiatives in support of community concerns,
social inclusion and education.
In the human resources area, the new
employment provision scheme introduced in 2006
shored up job stability and allowed for more agile,
decentralised management. Vacancies will be
filled promptly, specific postal needs throughout
the country will be met suitably and quality will
improve.
I should underline that in 2006 the Parent
Company celebrated the 250th anniversary of the
appointment of Spain’s first postmen. Today, the
values that the engaging figure of the postman
has embodied for these past two hundred
and fifty years are kept vigorously alive by the
Company’s postal workers, who are essential
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MILESTONES
Corporate

Operational
and accessibility
improvements
Las Palmas Automated Processing Centre
opened.

Correos invested 216.6 million euros in real
terms, 2.1% up on last year.

2,043 new vehicles purchased for a total
value of 14.4 million euros.

Commemoration of the 250th anniversary of
Spain’s first urban postmen.

139 new multi-service offices opened;
opening hours extended at a further 116
offices.

Technological
innovation

Products
and services

Q-RFID Project implemented to use Radio
Frequency Identification technology to
enhance item traceability and process
efficiency.

Product range extended with Publicorreo
Tempo, online money orders and convenience
products.

All urgent delivery staff equipped with
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs).

A new partnership between Correos and
Deutsche Bank to create an own financial
services brand, BanCorreos.

www.correos.es becomes one of the first
Spanish websites to enable access to its
online services using the new electronic
identity card.

The online post office began selling “.es”
domain names and added new forms of
payment for electronic services.

Quality
Automatically processable basic line postal
items increased to 81% of total. Number of
sections receiving sorted mail grew to 12,860.
364 new urban delivery sections and 135 rural
services created to improve distribution.
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Complaints and claims decreased by 7%.
ISO 9001:2000 certificate renewed for delivery
process at 1,956 post offices.
“Commitment to Excellence” recognition
awarded by Club de Excelencia en la Gestión,
the Spanish representative of EFQM.

Human resources
General Agreement for Quality, Business
Excellence and Human Resources Regulation
and Second Collective Bargaining Agreement
for Staff Under Ordinary Employment
Contracts signed.
New integrated employment management
system introduced to reinforce job stability
and speed up filling of vacancies.

Awards
2006 Dirigentes magazine prize for quality.
2006 Fundación Fundetec prize for “Best
government project aimed at the public”.
Díadeinternet 2006 prize in the “Internet and
me” category.
2006 AUTELSI prize, awarded by the Spanish
Telecommunications Users and Information
Society Association.
2006 gold medal awarded by the Spanish
Red Cross.

Subsidiaries

Over 3,900 permanent employees recruited to
Correos.

Chronoexprés meets targets of the
turnaround plan for 2006, achieving a 58%
improvement in its before tax result.

Creation of Campus Virtual Correos, an
e-learning platform, on the corporate intranet.

Postal items handled by Correo Híbrido up
6.8%; before tax earnings up 47%.

Philately

Correos Telecom revenues for sale of facilities
increased by close to 44%.

España 2006 World Philatelic Exhibition held
in Málaga, hosted by Correos and FESF, the
Spanish Federation of Philately Societies.

11
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The Correos Group comprises Sociedad Estatal
Correos y Telégrafos, S.A., Chronoexprés, S.A.,
Correo Híbrido, S.A., and Correos Telecom, S.A.
The Group is wholly owned by the Kingdom of
Spain.
All four companies operate in the
communications market. The core business,
however, rests with the Parent Company,
Correos; the other three firms act as
complements to Correos’ activities.
The Group caters to individuals and businesses
through an offering that is both global in scope
and specialised in its details, ranging from
traditional correspondence and hybrid post,
telecommunications, philately, online solutions,
courier and parcel services, banking products
and convenience products. The Group’s
strengths are its broad portfolio of products and
services, its strategic focus on innovation and
efficiency, and uniquely developed capillarity
and accessibility in Spain.
The Group’s Parent Company is the operator
entrusted with the universal postal service
in Spain; this entails certain requirements of
consistency, quality, accessibility and pricing
designed to give effect to the public’s right
to postal communications. In a competitive

14

environment, Correos remains also the
benchmark company in the industry.
Chronoexprés’ business is an express parcel
and document courier service. Chronoexprés’
international alliances with major operators
overseas enable the Correos Group to provide
high-quality domestic and international courier
services.
Correo Híbrido offers integrated postal
solutions that combine the functionalities of new
technologies with the distribution experience of
the Parent Company; this provides customers
with advantages and extends the Group’s value
chain.
Correos Telecom manages Correos’ own
telecommunications network. It provides
telecom services to the Parent Company,
promotes and sells surplus capacity
and provides other telecommunications
functionalities relating to the postal industry.
Through its subsidiaries, the Correos Group
diversifies its activities and strengthens its
position, thus countervailing the background of
stagnation in traditional postal items brought
about by the expansion of private competitors
and of new forms of communication.

THE CORREOS GROUP

1.1

1

ORGANISATIONAL CHART
Governing Board

Chairman
Secretary to the Board / Legal
Department
Planning and Finance
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Human Resources

Corporate Social
Responsibility
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Sales and Marketing

Control and Security

Innovation and Development

Communications

Mail Division

Post Office
Division

Chronoexprés, S.A.

International

Correo Híbrido, S.A.

Philately

Correos Telecom, S.A.

Corporate
Departments and
Support Units

Divisions and
Business Units

Subsidiaries

Management Committee
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1.2

2006 ASSESSMENT
The Correos Group operates in the
communications industry, which in recent years
has undergone root-and-branch economic,
technological and legal changes. These
transformations entail challenges that Correos
and its subsidiaries are meeting with strategies
to improve, innovate, and diversify, and widen
the customer base, to thus reinforce the
business and assure jobs over the long term.

Economic
environment
In 2006, the Spanish economy continued its
boom period with healthy figures for growth,
employment and budget stability. GDP grew
3.9%, despite tougher monetary conditions and
rising oil prices. Progress was underpinned by
domestic demand, investment in capital goods
and the growth of exports outstripping the
growth of imports.
Unemployment went down to 8.5%, debt
decreased to 39.8% of GDP and government
finances achieved a surplus of 1.8% of GDP.

16
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However, a number of imbalances persisted,
such as the price differential with respect to the
rest of European Union countries and a high
trade deficit.
The European Union and the euro zone grew at
2.9% and 2.7%, respectively, driven in particular
by robust domestic demand

Postal industry
In 2006, regulatory changes in Spain reflected a
process of liberalisation aimed at encouraging
open competition in the postal industry. This
regulatory shift will have a marked effect on
all the Correos Group’s businesses, and most
notably on the universal postal service.
As early as 1 January 2006, there came into
force a new phase of liberalisation, whereby the
reserved area of inter-urban mail is restricted to
items not exceeding 50 g or 2.5 times the basic
tariff. From that date, too, non-reserved postal
services became subject to 16% VAT. Towards
the end of the year there was introduced Royal
Decree 1298/2006 of 10 November 2006,
on access to the public postal network. To
encourage effective competition and enhanced
services, the new regulation creates a procedure
for dispute resolution among operators.

1

in the European Union – local mail and direct
marketing are both open to competition. In 2006,
the rules continued to offer incentives to private
competitors, as shown by the rising number of
licences the regulatory body granted to new
entrants, and by the steps Spanish and foreign
operators are taking to entrench their positions.
						
				
The slow but steady penetration of the Internet
and government initiatives to foster the
Information Society have helped information and
communication technologies to gain ground in
Spain; postal communications are now giving
way to electronic media, and online commerce
is on the rise. Some barriers to this process are
still in evidence, however, such as high access
prices, limited existing infrastructure and cultural
factors.
Regulatory change, new market entrants and
the advance of information technologies have
had a major effect on Correos’ and its key
counterparts’ businesses: in many cases,
mail volumes have gone into stagnation, and
sometimes sharp decline.

These legal reforms in Spain are of a piece
with the wider European context. The European
Commission laid before the Council and the
European Parliament its draft Postal Directive,
thus opening the latter stages of the new legal
framework of the postal industry.
For some time now the Spanish postal market
has been one of the most widely liberalised
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Business
performance
The Correos Group made total operating
revenues of 2,169 million euros, a figure 3.1%
higher than the 2,104 million euros achieved
the previous year. Net revenue totalled 2,158.1
million euros, up 4.1% year-on-year.

Total Group revenues grew by
more than 3%

Total operating revenues
Millions of euro

2,300
2,250
2,200

3.1%

2,150
2,100
2,050
2,000

2,169
2,104

2005

2006

Net turnover
Millions of euro

2,300
2,250
2,200

4.1%

2,150

2,158

2,100
2,050
2,000
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2,072
2005

2006

THE CORREOS GROUP

1

Operating expenses rose 4.4% to 2,008.8 million
euros. Operating profit stood at 160.2 million
euros, 11.2% down on 2005.

Operating expenses
Milions of euro

2,050

4.4%

2,000

2,009

1,950
1,900
1,850

1,924

2005

2006

Operating profit
Millions of euro

200
180

-11.2%
180

160

160

140
120

2005

2006

Operating profit exceeded 160 million
euros
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The Group attained consolidated profit before
tax of 226.9 million euros, a 5.6% drop from the
previous year’s figure, while after tax profit was
142.3 million euros.

Consolidated profit before tax
Millions of euro

280
260
-5.6%

240

240

220

227

200
180

2005

2006

Consolidated profit after tax
Millions of euro

250
-19.7%

200
150

177
142

100
50
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2005

2006

THE CORREOS GROUP

Most of the Group’s business and revenues
was accounted for by Correos. Though still
loss-making, Chronoexprés achieved a 58%
improvement in its income statement, thanks
to 8% sales growth and a 1% decrease in
expenses. The other two subsidiaries made
profits in line with expectations.

1

Average employees
Ordinary contracts

33,022

Civil servants

34,067

TOTAL

67,089

In 2006, the number of Correos Group
employees stood at 67,089, over 97% of whom
are employed by the Parent Company. The
Company’s origins as a government corporation
means that over 50% of its staff are civil
servants.
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Regulatory change in Spain and
across Europe will have a key
impact on the Group’s business
and prospects

22
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1.3

1

Challenges for 2007
The companies of the Correos Group face a
future of ongoing economic, regulatory and
corporate change.
The Spanish economy, in line with the wider
European context, is expected to grow in 2007
at a somewhat slower rate. This shift will exert
less of an influence on the communications
industry than it would have in past decades, but
the Group’s businesses will nonetheless feel its
effects on transport and the volume of postal
exchanges.
The Parent Company is in charge of providing
the universal postal service in Spain, so legal
changes are vital. In the first half of 2007 the
Public Works Ministry´s Under-Secretary is due
to issue the provisional terms and conditions for
private competitors’ access to the public postal
network. In the new scenario, operators will
have access to the public network managed by
Correos, which will implement any agreed postal
processing and distribute mail

assure the provision and funding of the public
service.
Once the new ground rules for the industry
take effect, Correos will bring to bear its
competitive edge in terms of network coverage,
existing infrastructure and the experience of
its people; and shall grasp the opportunities
to use new technologies to innovate, enhance
processes and create new services, in addition
to diversifying its business into new markets.
The Group as a whole will grow stronger
as a corporation by turning challenges into
opportunities, keeping a close focus on
customers’ emerging needs, as well as on
its own public-service duties and its goal of
providing stable, high-quality jobs.

Other challenges faced by the Group include
the upcoming changes to the way the universal
postal service is funded, changes to the
regulations on postal deliveries in special
environments and in exceptional circumstances,
higher quality requirements for the universal
postal service, and the creation of a regulatory
body specific to the postal industry: all these
new features are in the process of being passed
into law. Moreover, the European Community’s
Third Postal Directive is set to open up the
market still further and prescribe the means to

23
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2.1

2006 ASSESSMENT
Correos is the postal operator designated by
the State to provide the universal postal service
in Spain; its performance of that duty must be
complemented by its business goals. The objects
of the Company require it to provide accessible,
reasonably priced and high-quality postal services
throughout the entire country, and to make that
role compatible with offering a comprehensive
service range, in a way that is efficient, profitable
and appropriate to specific needs.
Correos’ strategy pursues quality, flexibility and
innovation. The Company’s competitiveness
is buttressed by ongoing investment in
new technologies, by introduction of the
latest infrastructure, and by the skills and
professionalism of its more than 65,000
employees.
Correos’ business encompasses conventional
domestic and international mail, electronic
services, direct marketing and financial
products. The Company is structured into two
divisions – Mail and Post Office – and two
business areas - International and Philately.

26

Business
performance
As in previous years, strategy in 2006 focused
on technological upgrade and business
innovation to prepare Correos for the new
scenario heralded by postal liberalisation.
Overall turnover held firm, and the Company
launched higher value-added products and
online services and continued to seek efficiency
gains. It thus achieved a healthy business
performance, though slightly weaker than in
2005. The drop in earnings was due to higher
expenditures to improve quality and accessibility
and a larger investment in human resources.
These trends will continue into the coming years
and are expected to affect the bottom line.

Total revenue was 2,025 million
euros

SOCIEDAD ESTATAL CORREOS Y TELÉGRAFOS, S.A.

The Parent Company made total operating
revenues of 2,025.2 million euros, 53.3 million
euros higher than the previous year, making
for an increase of 2.7%. Net revenue totalled
2,014.4 million euros, up 3.8% year-on-year.

2

The Company’s net
revenue grew 3.8%

Total operating revenues
Millions of euro

2,500
2.7%
2,000
1,972

2,025

1,500

1,000

2005

2006

Net turnover
Millions of euro

2,500
3.8%
2,000
1,940

2,014

1,500

1,000

2005

2006
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Operating expenses rose 4.8% to 1,852.6
million euros, given a higher depreciation and
amortisation charge associated with greater
capital expenditure, and a higher personnel
expense reflecting pay rises agreed under the
wage deals reached in 2006 with the unions (the
Second Collective Bargaining Agreement and
the General Agreement for Quality, Employer
Excellence and Human Resources Regulation).
Operating earnings stood at 172.6 million euros,
15.6% down on the 204.4 million euros achieved
in 2005.

Operating expenses
Millions of euro

2,000
1,900

4.8%
1,853

1,800
1,700
1,600

1,768

2005

2006

Operating profit
Millions of euro

250
200

-15.6%
204
173

150
100
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2005

2006
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2

Profit before tax was 5.3% lower, at 226.7 million
euros.

Profit before tax
Millions of euro

260
-5.3%

240
239
220

227

200
180

2005

2006

Finally, profit after tax for 2006 stood at 142.2
million euros, 19.5% down on previous fiscal
year result.

Profit for the year
Millions of euro

-19.5%

180
160

177

140

142

120
100

2005

2006

Profit before tax was
226.7 million euros
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Activity
In contrast to the declining postal item volumes
experienced by many European public postal
operators, Correos’ volume figures for 2006
were slightly higher year-on-year.
The total number of items posted in the year,
not including inbound international mail and
electoral mail, totalled 5,401.9 million, 0.6% up
on 2005. But, despite this slight improvement,
the Parent Company is in a worse situation
than many of its European counterparts in
terms of items per person per year. Only the
postal operators of Greece, Poland, Malta and
Italy handle fewer items than Correos’ 130, as
against over 300 items per person per year
in France, the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom.

Correos handled over 5,400
million postal items in 2006

Mail volumes posted in 2006
Millions of items

5,800
0.6%

5,500
5,200

5,371

5,402

2005

2006

4,900
4,600
4,300
4,000

The basic product line accounted for most
postal items (77.0%), followed by the
economy line (22.6%) and the urgent line
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2

(0.5%). Year-on-year, the economy and urgent
products grew the most: 2.0% and 2.3% up,
respectively. Higher value-added services like
registered delivery post also grew considerably
(+3.9%).

Postal volumes by product line
In millions

Posted Items

Percentage
of total

Change
2005/2006

Basic

4,157.8

77.0%

+0.1%

Ecomomy

1,219.8

22.6%

+2.0%

24.4

0.5%

+2.3%

5,401.9

100%

+0.6%

Line

Urgent

TOTAL

Over 61% of total postal items handled
by Correos in 2006 were originated in the
autonomous communities of Madrid and
Cataluña.

Urgent postal items increased
2.3% year-on-year

Mail volume posted by autonomous community

45% Madrid
16% Cataluña
9% Valencia
7% Andalucía
6% País Vasco
17% Rest
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Correos is also involved in processing the postal
items originated by elections and plebiscites
in Spain. In 2006, Correos duly played its role
in the referendum on the Catalan Statute of
Autonomy (regional constitution) held on 18
June by processing 12.9 million ordinary postal
items, including electoral roll cards posted by
INE, the Spanish national statistical office, items
sent by political parties, and 264,328 certificates
(electoral documents and postal votes).

Mail volume distributed by
autonomous community

On 1 October, there were held elections to
the Catalan Parliament: the Parent Company
handled 32.2 million ordinary items and 276,439
urgent certificates.
The mail volume distributed by Correos in 2006
topped 5,920.8 million, 4.5% more than in 2005.
By autonomous community, close to 50% of
distributed items were delivered in Madrid,
Cataluña and Andalucía.

18% Madrid
17% Cataluña
15% Andalucía
10% Valencia
6% Galicia
34% Rest

SOCIEDAD ESTATAL CORREOS Y TELÉGRAFOS, S.A.

Over 15 million money orders were processed in
2006, for a value of 1,115 million euros, mostly
to destinations within the country.

2

Over 15 million money
orders were processed in
2006

Money orders
In thousands

Domestic
Ordinary
Urgent
International

TOTAL

In 2006, Correos handled over 5.2 million
telegraphic products; as in recent years,
bureaufax and fax items continued to grow, to
the detriment of telegrams.

14,800.7
14,193.4
607.3
292.9
15,093.6

Correos managed over
5.2 million telegraphic
products

Telegraphic products
In thousands

Telegrams

2,122.3

Bureaufax

2,548.7

Fax

TOTAL

562.1
5,233.1
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Investments
Correos appropriated 216.6 million euros to
effective capital expenditures in 2006, 2.1% up
on 2005.

Real investments

66% of capital expenditure went on
facilities to make the universal postal
service more accessible

66% Infrastructure
13% New technologies
5% Automation
7% Transport
9% Other

Two thirds of capital expenditure went on
facilities and infrastructure, 40% more than in
the previous year. The main programmes were
aimed at making the universal postal service
more accessible by increasing the number of
post offices, removing architectural barriers and
updating operational and work facilities.
Close to 13% effective capital expenditure
was allocated to introducing leading-edge
technologies to innovate and raise quality and
competitiveness.
The Company spent 5.3% of capex on further
implementation of automatic processing of
postal items. Correos is now close to completing
its automation plan, which seeks to shorten
delivery times, reinforce security and improve

34

A key goal of Correos´
investment programme was
to bolster delivery quality
and security

efficiency. Another 6.6% of capital expenditure
went towards updating and enlarging the vehicle
fleet, and the remaining 8.8% was allocated to
furniture, security and other items.

SOCIEDAD ESTATAL CORREOS Y TELÉGRAFOS, S.A.

2.2

2

QUALITY

Service quality is one of Correos’ strategic
goals. Actions for continuous improvement are
implemented in all areas and activities, such as
customer service, internal processes and postal
distribution. These measures are specified
in the Company’s General Quality Plan, a
comprehensive, multi-annual programme which
comprises a delivery quality plan and a postal
network accessibility plan.

Delivery quality
The Parent Company allocates the material
resources and the technological upgrades
needed to enhance delivery quality, thus
meeting both statutory postal delivery deadlines
and the time frames the market demands.

times as measured by the formula D+n, where
“D” is the deposit or posting date and “n” is
the number of working days from that time
to delivery to the addressee, or some other
measurement endpoint of the postal process.
Correos monitors postal delivery time using
a number of different internal and external
procedures. The internal audit process
ascertains the quality of domestic mail from
postmarking to exit for delivery, based on the
outcome of almost 1,000 audits conducted
annually at operating centres in a wide range
of locations across Spain. The internal audit
system is the Company’s longest-standing
quality assurance procedure, having been
conducted for the past fifteen years. It provides
a very large universe of measurements and
allows for historic comparisons

Provision of the universal postal service requires
that Correos meets certain average delivery
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Internal Audit
Deposit

First distribution
at delivery unit

Postmarking

Delivery

Assessed process

According to internal audit measurements, the
quality achieved in the various letter classes
in 2006 was consistent with the pattern of the
previous year. For the rest of products, quality
improved, particularly in the universal postal
service. The Paquete Azul parcel service, for
instance, was 12.8 points better.

Paquete Azul parcel delivery
quality improved by almost 13
points

Domestic quality (Internal Audit)

UNIVERSAL
POSTAL
SERVICE

OTHER
PRODUCTS
AND
SERVICES
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Delivery
Time

Product

2005
Quality

2006
Quality

D+1

Ordinary Letter

80.3

80.1

D+2

Registered Letter

88.8

88.3

D+3

Ordinary Money Order

94.7

98.9

D+3

Paquete Azul

68.8

81.6

Delivery
Time

Product

2005
Quality

2006
Quality

D+1

Express Letter

91.7

90.7

D+1

Express Registered Letter

92.8

90.3

D+1

Telegram

93.0

94.4

D+1

Express Money Order

94.6

94.9

D+1

Bureaufax

94.5

93.7

D+4

Publicorreo Direct Marketing

81.5

82.8

D+6

Publicorreo Direct Marketing

92.3

92.4
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But the internal audit process, despite being firmly
established and covering a very large sample
size, does not reflect the entire postal process.
Correos therefore commissions an outside study to
complement its internal measurements. The outside
study, called SPEX uses external panellists to look
at quality from deposit to actual delivery of an item.
The results give a more realistic picture, because
they more closely reflect public perceptions and
encompass the entire delivery process.

spex System
Deposit

Delivery
Assessed process

The SPEX data for 2006 for ordinary letters showed
D+1 quality of 56.1% (7.7 points more than in 2005)
and D+3 quality of 89.9% (a 1.6-point improvement
year-on-year).
The quality of service of international mail is likewise
monitored by measuring various stretches of the
postal chain. The UNEX system, managed by IPC,
the International Post Corporation, determines
D+1 delivery times for inbound cross-border mail
(from entrance of the item at the exchange office
to delivery to the addressee) and outbound crossborder mail (from deposit at any admission point to
the exchange office in the country of destination).
According to IPC measurements, in 2006 the quality
of next-day delivery for inbound international mail in
Spain held steady, with a slight drop of 0.7 points,
while outbound mail saw a 1.4-point decline in
quality of service.
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International D+1 quality
2005

2006

Inbound

81.2%

80.5%

Outbound

75.1%

93.2%

2005

2006

Inbound

86.1%

87.7%

Outbound

92.1%

93.2%

International end-to-end quality, which extends
from posting in the country of origin to actual
delivery to the addressee, met the D+3 targets
set by European postal Directives for inbound
and outbound mail, amply exceeding the 85%
mark fixed for both. Quality rose with respect to
2005 by 1.6 points for inbound mail and 1.1 for
outbound mail.

International D+3 quality

Customer service
Correos operates several different customer
service channels. The main channel is the
telephone helpline 902 197 197, which in 2006
handled 1.9 million calls, 11.2% more than in
2005.

Calls to telephone customer service
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2005

2006

Change

1,721,141

1,913,723

11.2%
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Complaints and claims
In line with the trend of recent years, in 2006
complaints and claims decreased by a further 6.8%.

Complaints and claims
220,000
6.8%

210,000
207,102

200,000
190,000

192,977

180,000
170,000

2005

2006

Placed in relation to annual postal volumes,
the resulting indicator shows that Correos
handled 32.6 complaints and claims for every
million delivered postal items, i.e., 10.8% fewer
than in 2005. This number can be viewed as
low in proportion to the Company’s volume of
activity. Nevertheless, Correos carefully analyses
every incident to adopt corrective measures as
needed to attain the required standard of quality.

Total complaints and
claims were down almost
7%

Complaints and claims per million delivered items
2005

2006

Variación

36.5

32.6

-10.8%
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Domestic claims (on goods and services subject
to compensation for damages) declined 14.8%
year-on-year, partly reflecting advances in item
traceability.

Claims
130,000
120,000

-14.8%
121,972

110,000
100,000
90,000

103,930
2005

The number of complaints (not associated with
claims) rose 4.6%, a considerably lower rate
than in 2005. Some of these complaints were
related to delivery problems caused by staff
turnover and the disruption attaching to the
recruitment of new employees; these effects will
gradually taper off as teams settle down, and
quality will then rise over the medium and long
term.

2006

Claims decreased by almost
15% in 2006

Complaints
100,000

4.6%

90,000
89,047
85,130
80,000
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2005

2006
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As with complaints in 2005, in 2006 the system
of domestic claims was migrated to a new
software application to integrate the data from
offices, provincial head offices and the telephone
customer service unit. As a result, it is now easier
to set the process in motion, customers have
more information available and claims are settled
faster.

Customer
satisfaction
Correos uses a customer satisfaction index
regularly to gauge users’ perception of the
standards of service performance. In 2006, small
and medium enterprises and private individuals
gave the Company a score of 7.03, while large
customers rated at 7.21.
These scores – which entrench a rating of “very
good” for postal service – are comparable to the
scores achieved by the main operators in other
sectors. The figures bear out that businesses

2

Improving activities
and processes
Certification under ISO international quality
standards is one of the most widely accepted
ways to standardise and monitor activities and
processes and ensure resources are managed
more efficiently. In recent years, Correos has
applied ISO systems to its operating sites.
Hence since 2005 postal branches have been
certified to ISO 9001:2000 for the ordinary
and registered deliveries process. In 2006,
certification was extended to cover 158 new
sites, bringing the certified total to 1,956.
As further recognition of their work, the Post
Office Division was awarded “Commitment to
Excellence” recognition by Club de Excelencia
en Gestión, the Spanish representative of
EFQM, the European Foundation for Quality
Management. To achieve the recognition, the
Parent Company conducted a self-assessment
– scoring above the required threshold – and
undertook four actions for improvement (at least
three are required). Correos’ network became
the first European public postal operator to
achieve this distinction.

and the general public are satisfied with the
quality and reliability of the Parent Company’s
service, and acknowledge the skill and care
employees put into their jobs.
A highlight of the assessment was the score
of 7.14 accorded to mail products range. A
new feature of the survey was a question on

Correos was awarded “Committed
to Excellence” recognition for its
network’s performance
The EFQM management model is Correos’ internal
benchmark for ongoing improvement. The model
was implemented at post offices continuously
using two recognition tools:

customers’ access to the Company´s postal
website: 76.6% of respondents had visited the
site at least once.

• Club de los 300, comprising branches
achieving 300 points or above in internal audit.
New points of customer service made it into
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the club in 2006, which now boasts over 800
member offices.
• Premio a la Oficina Excelente, a prize given to
the year’s five highest-scoring post offices of
the Club de los 300.

THE 810 POST
OFFICES OF THE
CLUB DE LOS 300
(By Region)

A
148 offices

C

B
89 offices

94 offices

E
47 offices

F
58 offices

D

H

97 offices

24 offices

G
219 offices

I
34 offices

The delivery and special services units are
also adopting the EFQM model. Some
years ago the Company created the Premio
Hermes prize, which annually recognises
the delivery units achieving the best qualityof-service and efficiency scores. There were
almost 100 candidates in 2006.
The Parent Company also encourages its
employees to get involved in other innovation
and quality projects. One example are the
“improvement teams”, multi-disciplinary
groups of employees who volunteer to frame
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proposals to optimise processes in their fields
of work and share their knowledge with the rest
of the organisation. Fifteen improvement teams
were in operation last year.
2006 saw the creation of the Premio a la
Innovación Postal award, designed to make
good use of employees’ talents and experience
in problem-solving, developing new services
and applying new technologies to processes
and systems in Correos. 104 projects were put
forward for the prize this first year.
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2

TECHNOLOGICAL UPGRADE

Correos has set in motion a strategic drive
to use information and communication
technologies to reinforce its future growth and
ensure higher levels of quality and efficiency. The
Company’s capital expenditure has modernised
the business infrastructure and processes and
brought about innovation projects to use the
potential of new technological tools.
There were three especially significant projects
in 2006: implementation across the Company of
RFID technology, provision of PDAs to all urgent
delivery staff, and the set of initiatives under the
INTEGRA Project for corporate modernisation.

RFID technology
for postal process
monitoring
The Q-RFID Programme applies the latest
radiofrequency tracking technologies. RFID
enables the Company to track mail end-to-end
throughout the postal process, which means
logistics can be optimised and any detected
problems can be corrected.
The key purpose of RFID is to use test
letters to measure item processing time in
intermediate stretches of the logistics chain,
as in the SPEX system of mail delivery time
quality control. Under SPEX, external panellists
track about 200,000 mail items a year. Some
of these items carry a passive transponder or
tag which, when detected by antennas and
readers installed at operating centres, provide

The implementation of RFID
technology throughout
the postal process is an
ambitious project to improve
the trackability of items and
enhance efficiency
information about the item’s location and
transit time.
The programme follows the new European
standards and is already in operation at 16
automated processing sites and a postal
processing centre throughout the country, where
fixed antennas and readers have been installed.
In addition, the Company acquired 5,000 new
electronic tags for deliveries and 12,000 tags
for the 40,000 transport trolleys that circulate
around the whole network.

Urgent delivery
staff equipped with
PDAs
In 2006 the Parent Company launched another
major innovation programme aimed at bolstering
its distribution capability in the framework of its
Delivery Quality improvement Plan, the goals
of which include updating and computerising
Correos’ 1,730 delivery units.
Under this initiative, the Company’s 100 special
services units, which employ over 1,600 urgent
delivery staff, were equipped with Personal
Digital Assistants (PDAs).
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The PDAs provide WiFi connectivity and image
digitisation and let users record, track and report
information on deliveries. This means customers
can track the delivery status and terms of
their postal items using the Parent Company’s
website.
The plan simplifies processes, reduces manual
tasks, aids optimal assignment of resources,
enhances identification of problem areas and
tightens control of registered mail end-to-end
throughout the postal chain. It also generates
opportunities to develop value added, such
as tracking non-registered urgent postal items
and replacing hardcopy acknowledgements of
receipt with electronic versions.
Over 1,600 urgent delivery staff
now have PDAs to support their
role and provide greater value
to customers
In the next phase, the programme will extend to
the rest of delivery units, including rural ones,
so 28,000 postal workers will work with the new
tool.

The INTEGRA Project
The technological advances of recent years to
update the Company form part of the INTEGRA
Project, a corporate development plan with
which Correos seeks to bring the postal
business into the ambit of information and
communication technologies. The IT structure
now in the process of being built up allows for
increasingly automated processes, a better fit
between the different areas of the business and
a greater ability to adapt to new demands and
requirements.
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The INTEGRA Project gives
Correos’ technological
structure higher integration,
flexibility, security and
scalability
Now at the equator of its implementation, the
INTEGRA met its targets for 2006. Action focused
on buttressing the technological foundations of
the organisation. Correos continued to expand
the new technology and telecommunications
platform by upgrading security, storage capacity
and processing power. Information systems are
key supports of the business: Correos moved
forward with integrating and adapting internal
processes and creating new applications.
As a result, the strong progress of the INTEGRA
Project is enabling the Company to raise its
overall efficiency and have a more accurate
picture of its customers, suppliers and internal
resources.
Finally, in 2006 new functionalities were integrated
into a range of other corporate systems, including
SGIE (an integrated mail management system),
IRIS (clearance at post offices), QUORUM
(customer service), the postal hub (inbound
and outbound item management) and COCAL
(quality control).
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PRODUCT AND SERVICE RANGE
Customers want comprehensive service
providers who give them effective, flexible
solutions and are technologically compatible
with their supply chains. Correos meets these
requirements by constantly updating its portfolio
of products and services, providing higher
value-added and implementing the latest
innovations on the market.

New product
portfolio
In 2006, Correos continued to develop new
specific products and improve existing ones.
The postal range was extended with:
• Publicorreo Tempo
	This service lets businesses set a deadline
for delivery of their advertising campaigns
and obtain remote information on distribution
across all postcodes. Publicorreo Tempo is
reliable and low-cost. It is specially designed
for direct marketing campaigns that need to
be distributed on specific dates for seasonal
or strategic reasons.

Publicorreo Tempo is a
reliable, low-cost option
designed for direct
marketing actions with
agreed delivery dates
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The post office network widened its product
range with:
• BanCorreos financial services
The Company created BanCorreos, its own
financial services label, in partnership with
Deutsche Bank (see the section on the Post
Office Division), to provide new banking
products like deposits, loans, saving and
investment products, an insurance range and
no-fee accounts aimed at various customer
segments.
• Convenience products
At 100 of its branches the Company started
marketing its new range of “convenience”
products, including IT and photography
material, personal consumables and
stationery.
New solutions were added to the online product
range:
• Sale of “.es” domain names
Sale of “.es” domain names over the Correos
website under an agreement with the public
corporation Red.es to develop the Information
Society.
• More electronic payment systems
Correos adopted PayPal, developed by the
auction portal eBay, as a new payment option
for its online services. Users can make
payments over the Internet just by registering
with PayPal for free and associating a bank
account with their email address. This avoids
their having to provide their credit card
number for each transaction.
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• Centralised deliveries for eBay customers
Integration of postal electronic services on the
Spanish eBay website, where the central de
envíos (shipping centre) page provides utilities
like a postage rate calculator, a postal item
locator facility, a post office search engine,
postcode information and a label and barcode
generator for certified items.
• Online money orders
All money order modes were added to www.
correos.es. Online money orders can be
remitted on set dates, and paid at the payee’s
address, at a post office or into a bank
account anywhere in Spain or Andorra.
The product portfolio updates also involved
redesigning some existing products:
• Urgent letter tracking
Urgent letters were included among the postal
items that can be tracked using tracking tools.
Customers can know the status of the their
urgent items from admission to final delivery.
• New features added to electronic refunds
All options became operational for remote
management of electronic refunds, such
as delivery reporting and preferences for
collections.
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Pricing policy
1 January 2006 was the effective date of the
Ley 23/2005, de 18 de noviembre, de Reformas
en Materia Tributaria para el Impulso de la
Productividad (a tax reform statute designed
to boost productivity); the new law changes
the tax treatment of postal services. From
then on, VAT exemption only extends to
reserved services (money orders, inter-urban
and international mail under 50 g, and postal
communications between individuals and
Government).
So there is now a tax difference between local
items (non-reserved, and hence subject to VAT)
and non-local items (reserved up to 50 g, exempt
from VAT). Therefore, to keep to a single rate for
all domestic mail regardless of destination, the

2

Parent Company decreased the price of urban
items up to 50 g, such as to maintain a single
price even after application of VAT.

In 2006 the rate for a basic letter
in Spain was 0.29 euros, one of
the lowest anywhere in Europe

With effect from 1 February, the Company
revised its postal service rates; basic items
up to 20 g were priced at 0.29 euros. Correos’
commitment to reasonable pricing of its
universal postal service for all citizens is borne
out by its maintaining one of the lowest basic
postal prices in the European Union, even
including the most recent Member States.
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POSTAL RATES IN THE EUROPEAN UNION (BASIC 20 g LETTER)
Prices in euro
As at February 2007
Denmark

						
					

0.55
0.55

Finland

					

Germany

					

0.55

Sweden

					

0.54

Luxembourg

				

France

				

Irland

				

Belgium

				

Italy

				

Netherlands

			
		

Poland

		

Latvia

		

0.32

United Kingdom

		

0.31

0.35
0.33

Portugal

0.30

Lithuania

0.29

Spain

0.29

Estonia

0.28

Czech Republic

0.26

Slovakia

0.24

Slovenia

0.21

Hungary
Malta

0.50
0.48
0.48
0.46
0.45
0.39

Cyprus

0.20
0.16

Promotional
activities
Using the tagline Entre esto y esto, está Correos.
Tu destino es el nuestro (“From here to there,
you’ve got Correos. We´re going where you´re
going”), the Parent Company ran a major
advertising campaign in a range of media to
underscore the diversity of its high value-added
domestic and international services it offers
corporate clients in the parcel segment.
Correos’ advertising also targeted the immigrant
population to publicise the products it has
developed to meet their specific needs.
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0.60

Austria
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To commemorate the 250th anniversary of the
official appointment of the first urban postmen,
the Company hosted a number of promotional
events under the tagline 250 años llegando a ti
(“Reaching you for 250 years”).
Finally, to monitor the changes ongoing
in all economic spheres and thus bring its
offering into line with new requirements,
Correos continued to take part in Spanish and
international forums, at which it presented
its solutions for all customer segments. In
2006, Correos attended events such as
the 26th Direct Marketing and Electronic
Commerce Annual Forum, the 8th International
Logistics and Material Handling Exhibition,
the 2nd Conference of Periodical Publication
Publishers and the 4th IMEX 2006-foreign trade
development show.
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2.5

2.5. MAIL DIVISION
The Mail Division is chiefly in charge of providing
postal service throughout the country. It
manages on a daily basis everywhere in Spain
the collection, transport and delivery of all
classes of postal items. To achieve its purposes,
the Company assigns significant resources to
technological upgrade and process automation.

operational model. These actions form part of
the multi-annual Delivery Quality Plan whereby
the Company works on those aspects affecting
suitable provision of the service in all phases,
from admission and processing to final delivery of
postal itemsl.

The division operates a central structure of
5 major units and 14 territorial departments
covering all Spanish provinces. With 51,731
employees, the Mail Division is the largest in
the Company by headcount. 38,513 of those
employees work in delivery tasks, 3,024 in
transport and urgent distribution, 6,998 in postal
processing and the rest in support units. Their
work is closely tied to the processes of the
postal chain and is essential to achieving the
required standards of service and customer
satisfaction.

Admission and
processing

2006 assessment
Against a background of slowing growth in postal
volumes, the Parent Company is taking steps to
boost the efficiency and quality of its service and
ensure it can be provided profitably.
In 2006, it focused on updating facilities,
integrating and optimising all stages of
the logistics chain, firmly establishing new
management systems and entrenching the new
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Admission is the first link of the postal chain
and ensures access by businesses and the
general public to Correos´ services. Entry
points include post-boxes, post offices, rural
services and “CAM” mass admission centres,
which receive items from large clients. Last
year, were restructured these facilities in
Zaragoza, Tarragona, Granada, Lleida, Málaga,
Quart de Poblet (Valencia province), Jaén,
Cádiz, Huelva, Palma de Mallorca, Castellón
and Badajoz.
In addition, the Company started to apply its
project to reorganise systems for clearance
from client sites by introducing routes for
collection under contract of mass items. After
a first phase in Barcelona, in 2006 the service
was extended to Madrid, where 46 routes were
created.
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The present 16 automated
processing centres use the latest
technologies to sort items

At the processing stage, Correos is introducing
a new operational model based on process
automation, containerisation of items and
concentration of flows.
With the opening of the Las Palmas Automated
Processing Centre, 16 of 17 planned automated
sites are now in operation. The Oviedo
automated facility was revamped to add new
sorting configurations.
At the Valencia, Sevilla, Zaragoza, Valladolid,
Santiago de Compostela, Malaga and Palma
de Mallorca centres, the Company set in
motion automated processing systems for
mail collected from letter-boxes. The move
encouraged concentration of this category
of postal items at the local head offices and
increased automatic sorting in the first stages
of processing, thus helping improve final
distribution.
By year-end 2006, the Company’s automated
processing centres were equipped with 36
sorting lines for standardised mail, 13 for nonstandardised (flat) mail, and 11 for letter-box
mail.

Automated processing lines
2006
Standardised mail

36

Non-standardised (flat) mail

13

Letter-box mail

11
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Further improvements included the
commissioning of load containerisation and
movement equipment (9,000 transport trolleys,
34 electric stackers, 998 cages and 150,000
sacks) and total standardisation of tray
identification in manual processes.

Automated processing centres in 2006
Santiago
de Compostela

Oviedo

Bilbao
Vitoria
Valladolid
Zaragoza

Barcelona

Madrid
Valencia
Palma de Mallorca

Mérida
Alicante
Sevilla

Tenerife

Granada

(Planned for 2007)

Cádiz
Málaga

Las Palmas

81% of basic line postal items are
processable automatically
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With these advances, automatically processable
basic line items increased to 81% of total, and
the number of sections receiving sorted mail
rose to 12,860.
Besides automated processing centres, Correos
operates postal processing centres in the major
Spanish cities. In 2006, facilities were enlarged
in Santander, Soria and Huesca, and the Lleida
centre was refurbished.
One of the highlights of 2006 in terms of
new technologies was the introduction of the
Q-RFID system at automated processing
centres to monitor quality using radiofrequency
identification (see the section on innovation).
The Company used the same RFID technology
to create a tracking system for the mailbag
product; the new feature was introduced at 29
automated and manual processing centres.
Other projects were carried out at both
automated and manual sites, such as the
outbound mail quality assurance Plan, which
analyses collection and processing at originating
offices to detect any trouble spots that could
generate delays.

2

Transport
In 2006 Correos allocated 14.4 million euros
of investment to the purchase of 2,043 new
transport assets. The transport fleet then
numbered 12,439 vehicles, across all types.

Vehicles

2006

Own

11,392

Third-party

TOTAL

1,047
12,439

The transport network continued to adapt to the
Company’s new operating model. First, Correos
completed the creation of 18 transverse routes
to help alleviate congested mail flows through
Madrid, complement radial networks and make
them more flexible, gain additional processing
hours at destination and save costs. The early
benefits of the new pattern were felt at the CAM2
mass admission centre in Madrid, where from
September to December 2006 stocks decreased
67% with respect to the same period the
previous year.
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Transverse land transport routes
Santiago
de Compostela

Oviedo
León

Vitoria
Pamplona

Valladolid

Zaragoza
Barcelona

Madrid
Toledo

Valencia

Mérida
Alicante
Sevilla

Granada
Málaga

The new delivery model
involved modernisation of
1,730 distribution units

The departure time of 30 intra-zone routes
and 22 inter-zone routes was brought forward
one hour for both basic and urgent items, thus
increasing the time available for sorting at
automated processing centres.
The implementation was completed of the
MARABÚ information system (tracking letter-box
collections) throughout the country, covering
all province capitals and 19 cities of population
over 50,000.
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Distribution
In 2006, the Delivery Quality Plan achieved its
targets for upgrading 1,730 distribution units
across the country. The new delivery model
was implemented at 602 units, involving
refurbishment of premises and furniture,
provision of new specific delivery equipment,
process standardisation, enhanced IT resources
and internal reorganisation to improve efficiency
and working conditions.
These changes were rounded out with the
creation of over 1,000 management positions
at these units and monitoring of delivery tasks
using the AUDINTER tool.

2

mail. In 2006, SERADE handled over 300 million
items. In addition, the Company started to use
the MERCURIO application, which integrates
and centralises the software tools used to
monitor registered mail end-to-end throughout
the logistics chain. The system can track over 6
million events daily, and provides customers with
real-time information about the status of their
items.
As a public service operator, Correos accords
special importance to proper provision of the
postal service in rural areas, and allocates
considerable resources to a network of 1,148
auxiliary offices and 6,828 rural linkages.

New functionalities were added to the SERADE
system, used by delivery units to track registered
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Rural points of service
2006
Auxiliary offices

1,148

Rural linkages

6,828

Total rural services

In 2006 the Company conducted dimensioning
studies to detect any needs for reorganisation
and new services in 1,597 urban delivery
sections and 1,965 rural services. As a result,
Correos created 364 new urban sections and
135 new rural services.
The “USES” special services units in charge of
urgent deliveries sped up the execution of the
Emuse Plan, which entails standardisation and
modernisation of the units’ facilities by enlarging
them and assigning them to distribution
roles exclusively. USES units can now cover
several localities, are equipped with updated
information and communication technologies
and new furniture and systems, and have their
own organisational structure and methodology
tailored to the type of postal items they handle.
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7,976

100 special services units
and 1,697 employees are
in charge of delivering
urgent and higher
value-added items

The measures taken last year included the
purchase and renovation of equipment and
premises, the appointment of middle managers
at 69 USES offices, the provision of PDAs to
all urgent delivery staff (see the section on
innovation), the reorganisation of processes
at 38 units assigned direct management of
remote products, and assignment of a further 23
centres to delivery work alone.
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POST OFFICE DIVISION

The Post Office Division, in its twofold role as
public service and marketing network, ensures
the required accessibility standards are met and
provides a channel for selling postal and other
goods and services.
The division aims to entrench its position as
the mainstay of retail postal services, and also
become the national leader in multi-service
distribution. It is with this goal in mind that its
strategy seeks to meet the public’s emerging
demands by updating and extending its range,
improving customer service and widening physical
coverage.
The division is divided into 3 units and 5 central
management offices, and 9 territorial management
offices. It employs 12,229 people.

Improved
accessibility
The accessibility of postal points of service is a
requirement of the universal postal service and,
what is more, one of Correos’ vital strengths in
its bid to remain the best option for individuals
and businesses. It is therefore implementing a
Company-wide Accessibility Plan to enhance
the proximity and availability of post offices,
open new outlets, operate longer, have more
flexible opening times and remove physical and
architectural barriers.

In 2006 the Company created
139 multi-service offices, 41
through new openings and 98
by conversions
In 2006, the plan entailed the opening of 10
new multi-service post offices in urban districts,
where postal service demand is higher, in line
with the goal that 95% of the population of urban
areas should have a post office at less than 15
minutes’ walk.
Another priority under the Accessibility Plan is
to open points of service in locations of high
user traffic, such as shopping centres, transport
hubs and business parks. Correos opened 29
new outlets in these high-traffic locations, with
extended opening hours of 12 hours a day.
In urban localities of population approaching
4,000, there were converted 98 auxiliary offices
into comprehensive postal service sites with fully
fledged opening times.
The Company extended opening times at a
further 116 locations as part of its plan for all
urban points of service to operate morning and
afternoon continuously on a daily basis.
Correos is present across the
country through its 2,113 multiservice offices
By year-end 2006, the post office network
comprised 2,113 sites.
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Post offices
2006
All-day opening hours

619

Morning opening hours only*

TOTAL

1,494
2,113

* Include 7 OP8

New range of
PRODUCTS and
services at post
offices
In addition to its high capillarity and proximity,
the network’s new product range makes post
offices comprehensive service outlets where
the public can get a wide range of business
and errands done, all in a single space close to
home. To boost and round out its own range,
Correos has entered into alliances with leading
companies in their respective fields.
In 2006, payment via a post office of utility bills
and other charges continued to be one of the
services in most demand. Customers who do
not pay their bills by direct debit and second
homeowners can deposit their payments at
any post office. In 2006, Correos added new
agreements to an already long list of companies
and local government bodies affiliated to the
system: revenue grew by 70%.
Users also welcomed a new range of
“convenience” products, including IT and
photography materials, personal consumables
and stationery (see the section on the
commercial product range).
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The Parent Company operates a long-standing
partnership with the El Corte Inglés chain of
department stores to sell telecommunications
products through the Correos Telecor network,
which in 2006 spread to 67 post offices with the
addition of six new shops.
As part of that same partnership, some of postal
branches started to sell Ukash coupons, a
prepayment system for secure online shopping
which does not require the user to enter any
personal or banking details.

BanCorreos
Correos bolstered its financial services portfolio
by signing a new partnership deal with Deutsche
Bank. The outcome was the launch in 2006 of
BanCorreos as a friendly and readily identifiable
financial services label. The Parent Company
thus put together a lasting range of products
associated with its name and specially designed
for the profile of postal customers, across
several distinct segments for which specific
products were created (see the section on the
commercial product range).
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BanCorreos
Accounts and passbooks
Deposits
Personal and mortgage loans
Saving and investment schemes
Insurance

The availability of a new portfolio of banking
services was extended to a further 140 post
offices, up to a total of 2,023. The Company also
created the www.bancorreos.es website, which
provides users with secure online access to their
accounts and lets them view details of products
and services and locate their nearest post office
offering BanCorreos services – also available by
telephone.
BanCorreos enriched the concept of a multiservice post office with a competitive range
of financial products and a personalised
relationship model, further supported by the
proximity and long opening hours of post
offices.

Services for
immigrants
To ensure postal services are suitably provided
to everyone, Correos offers products specially
designed for the needs of given groups.
One such group is immigrants, who require
flexible, low-cost solutions for their special
communication needs.

portfolio of telecommunications and financial
products and services aimed at Spain’s growing
immigrant population. That range of products
was finally integrated with main post offices. To
make it available throughout the entire network,
the Company later extended it to an increasing
number of postal outlets. In 2006, for example,
locutorios (public telephone/Internet facilities)
were added to 30 points of service. The service
is now available at a total 113 outlets throughout
the country.
One of the services in highest demand among
immigrants is money transfer. Hence Correos
offers its Dinero en minutos (“money in
minutes”) facility, in partnership with Western
Union. Available everywhere in the network,
Dinero en minutos provides the reassurance of
two leading companies, Correos and Western
Union. Other available forms of remittance
include conventional international money orders
– the lowest-cost option, but highly secure
– electronic money orders, instant money orders
and Eurogiro.

This made-to-measure philosophy spurred
Correos some years ago to create a specific
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Performance of
non-postal services
Postal services are still the core activity of
Correos’ post offices, but non-postal services
are gaining an increasing share: non-postal
revenue grew strongly last year.

Revenue by product
Change
2005/2006
Post-related products

15.4%

Non-postal services

31.4%

Philately products

20.4%

Banking services

62.7%

Western Union transactions

25.5%

BanCorreos banking revenue rose almost 63%,
philately product turnover grew 20% and fee
income from Western Union money transfers
grew over 25%. Sales of post-related products
(envelopes, packaging and prefranking)
increased 15%, while revenue from non-postal
services such as payment of bills, registered
faxes and public telephone locutorios grew 31%.
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One year on from the creation
of BanCorreos, financial
services revenue was up 63%
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ONLINE SERVICES
The new electronic media pose a tough challenge
to Correos’ conventional mail business, but they
also create opportunities for creating higher valueadded products and open up new channels for
marketing to and communicating with customers.
The Parent Company’s strategy for the online
market is to design a specific range of innovative
high-tech services on the one hand, and, on the
other, to offer conventional postal products that
have been adapted to the new technological tools.

Online post office
Correos’ online post office, available 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, gives customers ready
access to postal products from their PC and the
option of receiving physical mail at home via
Correos’ own services.
The postal web thus makes services more
easily available and helps develop electronic
communications with government bodies and
the Information Society as a whole. That is why
the Company made the website compatible
with the new electronic identity card (Spanish
“DNIe”). In 2006 www.correos.es became one
of the first Spanish Internet sites to provide
access to its products using a DNIe or a digital
certificate issued by the Fábrica Nacional de
Moneda y Timbre (the Spanish national mint).

The online post office is open 24
hours a day, 365 days a year

customising users’ browsing experience
– with the “My online post office” feature, for
instance. www.correos.es is thus an increasingly
accessible and powerful tool. This is confirmed
by rising unique hits – to a monthly average
of over 1.4 million – and a 39.1% increase in
registered users.

In 2006 Correos revamped its website by
adding new features, simplifying menus and
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Registered Users
80,000

39.1%

70,000

71,367

60,000
50,000

51,313

40,000
30,000
20,000

2005

2006

63% of online users were
individuals, and 37% were
businesses

Turnover for services signed up online
increased 130.8%. Online bureaufax – which
have the legal force of notice served by
registered post – were one of the most popular
choices, growing strongly since the product
was launched in 2005 and making sales of 1.3
million euros in 2006.

Demand was also on the rise for digital post
(131%), electronic franking (356%) and online
telegrams (77.1%). Customers found the postal
item tracking feature highly useful: this facility
handled 4.5 million queries.

Online sales grew 130%

Online sales
Millions of euro

4

130.8%

3

3.2

2
1
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1.4
2005

2006
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Correos and the
Information
Society
The Company plays an active role in supporting
and raising awareness of the Information Society
among the general public. Correos attended a
range of events in this arena, where it presented
the online post office’s new products and
services.
The Company again lent its backing to Spain’s
“Internet Day”, held on the World Information
Society Day. Correos issued a commemorative
stamp for the occasion; the website offered free
postage for letters, cards and online telegrams
from users’ own PCs and from the 3,000 Red.es
public Internet facilities. The Company continued
to work with Red.es and its Todos.es project
to promulgate the benefits of the Information
Society and encourage Internet use.

2

Correos also played its part in the Comunidad
Digital Project: a space at the SIMO information
technology show designed as a model “intelligent
city” where businesses and government bodies
displayed the latest technologies to enhance
citizens’ quality of life.
To keep abreast of new technological and market
trends in the electronic world, the Company
attended the Business Global Conference, a forum
for sharing knowledge about e-business, Campus
Valencia 2006, an event to bring the Internet
closer to the public and promote telecommuting,
and Tecnimap 2006 (9th Information Technology
Conference), a meeting geared towards
technological upgrade in Government.

Correos engages in a raft
of activities to develop the
Information Society in Spain
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The globalisation of the world economy involves
the continuing growth of communications and
of goods and services exchanges between
businesses and individuals everywhere in the
world. In this scenario Correos must cater
to complex and demanding new needs and
face increasingly specialised and far-flung
competitors.

with international interests tailored services in
accordance with their needs. 			
			

To meet these challenges, the Parent Company
offers in Spain and overseas a range of postal
solutions tailor-made to the special requirements
of each market. It has entered into alliances with
its foreign counterparts to expand its business
and cooperates with other postal operators in
supra-national postal bodies and forums.

In 2006 the Company further bolstered its
product range targeting specific markets like
Portugal and France, with which Spanish
customers are intensifying their commercial
ties. Bilateral agreements were signed with
other national postal operators, like the Austrian
Österreichische Post and Swiss Post, and similar
strategic alliances.

Business
initiatives
Correos’ international business operated on two
key fronts: broadening the portfolio of postal
services for domestic users, and drawing in
overseas customers with products offering
higher value-added, quality and reliability
and a network of wide-reaching geographical
coverage.
Correos’ International Unit’s close contact with
the major European and world postal operators
enabled the Company to offer its customers’
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Correos signed bilateral deals
with foreign counterparts, such
as the Austrian and Swiss postal
operators
					

To support the flow of inbound international
mail, Correos was present at the key European
trade events for mail order, direct marketing
and e-commerce businesses and public postal
operators. In 2006, the Company was at the
Versandhandelskongress, Wiesbaden, and at
the Mailintage, Nürnberg, both in Germany,
and, for the first time, at the International Direct
Marketing Fair hosted in London, and at the Vad
fair in Lille, France.
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These events are an opportunity for Correos to
promulgate its new products to professionals
and the public, and to keep up to date with the
latest trends in the international market. The
Company also won new customers in their own
countries by offering its distribution network
for items sent to Spain. Its presence at trade
fairs enabled the Company to expand its direct
injection business – it increased customers by
27%, postal items by 142% and revenue by
126%. These results will underpin the future
growth of the international activities.

Direct injection business performance
Change
2005/2006
Number of customers

27%

Number of postal items

142%

Revenue

126%

Operations
Spain’s geographical role as a bridge between
Europe and Latin America gives Correos a prime
strategic location to channel flows between
the two continents. To use this competitive
edge to the full, in recent years the Company
has restructured its international facilities
and operations on the basis of two guiding
principles, logistics and new technologies.
						

In 2006, the Parent Company completed
the process of specialising its two offices of
exchange: the Madrid Barajas airport site was
assigned to centralised management of airmail
flows, while the Barcelona El Prat office became
the link with Europe for flows by sea and road.
Operating capacity and productivity both rose,
the management of present flows improved
and the potential was raised to deal with future
growth.

		
The postal hub
application coordinates data
exchange with over 50 countries
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Correos completed the implementation of
the postal hub application, a software tool
for integrated management of inbound and
outbound mail flows to facilitate communications
between Europe and Latin America. The
application permits end-to-end tracking of
international items and dispatches, coordinates
data exchange with over 50 countries and
connects directly with the IT systems of four
airlines and a range of companies involved in
the system.

Institutional
relations
One of the International Unit’s roles is to initiate
and manage Correos’ internationalisation
efforts by developing close relationships with
international postal bodies and operators around
the world.
The Company played its part in the crucial debate
that surrounds the framing of the new European
Postal Directive. It intensified its involvement in all
the related discussion forums, and explained the
specific regulatory and territorial features of the
Spanish market.

Correos was actively involved
in all discussion forums on
postal liberalisation in the
European Union

In the Americas, Spain and Portugal Postal
Union (UPAEP), Correos was a key participant
in a range of working groups, such as the
Technical Cooperation Task Force. Correos’
role was particularly important in the Terminal
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Dues Group, which it chairs and is of high
significance for Latin American states – after
the reclassification of countries introduced at
the 23rd Universal Postal Union Congress at
Bucharest, Romania, their postal operators’
income statements may feel the effects of
lowered funding from UPAEP.
In Latin America, the Parent Company continued
to provide postal consultancy services to
operators and authorities, such as in Panama,
where a cooperation project is in progress to
reform the national postal operator.
In the Universal Postal Union (UPU), the
Company chairs the Postal Development
Action Group and paid special attention to the
application of Integrated Plans for Postal Reform
and Development in several countries, involving
national postal operators, regulatory bodies and
Governments.
Correos also worked closely with the UPU
International Bureau’s Development Department
in the context of the UN Millennium Goals set
down in 2000. The aim is to boost the role
of postal networks in helping governments
meet their development targets, given that the
networks are vital tools to distribute teaching
materials and knowledge, medicines and
information.
Correos took part in a number of UPU working
groups, including Postal Strategy, UPU Reform,
Postal Economics, Universal Postal Service and
Support to Customs offices.
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PHILATELY

The Philately Unit is tasked with carrying on
Correos’ philately activities. It issues and
distributes stamps, lends support to the stampcollecting community and sells philatelic
products; the Unit is a regular participant of
national and international shows and trade fairs.

2006 assessment
In 2006, Correos strengthened its lead in the
mail-order stamp-collecting market and bolstered
its sales network for philately products and
collectibles. For the fourth year in succession,
the Unit increased its volume of activity,
distributing over 50 million stamps, block sheets,
miniature sheets, stamp proofs, commemorative
postmarks, first day covers, prefranked cards and
publications.
Correos distributed
over 50 million philatelic
products
The new stamp formats, which had been very
well received in 2005, were taken a step further
in 2006 with the launch of books of 100 selfadhesive stamps. Their issue reversed the trend
of the past twenty years by raising the number
of letters franked with stamps, thus lending
support to a crucial way to foster public interest
in philately.

A highlight of Correos’ publishing activity was
the book Sellos de España y Andorra 2006
(“Stamps of Spain and Andorra 2006”), warmly
received in the collectible album market for
its high-quality content, innovative design and
meticulous craftsmanship.
In 2006, Correos issued 47 new series and
94 stamps. The new stamps addressed
topics such as civic values by putting the
spotlight on the fight against human and drug
trafficking, occupational safety and the social
inclusion of people with visual and auditory
disabilities. Natural heritage and the arts were
the theme of issues on water saving, the fight
against desertification, modernista (Spanish
art nouveau) architecture and contemporary
architecture. In tribute to science and to the
new technologies, stamps were issued to
commemorate mathematics and “Internet Day”.
Stamps promoted the alliance of cultures in
a joint issue with Portugal, where the bridges
on the frontier between the two countries were
celebrated as lasting bonds; another issue
marked the 75th anniversary of the first women’s
suffrage in Spain, and several public figures
were remembered.
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The 2006 World Philatelic
Exhibition held in Spain took
over the streets of Malaga and
the online world

Correos itself, however indirectly, was honoured
by an issue dedicated to the 250th anniversary
of the appointment of the first Spanish postmen.
Finally, on the occasion of the España 2006
World Philatelic Exhibition, eleven stamps were
put into circulation in tribute to the arts, sport
and the Museo Picasso.

A “Sea of Stamps”
at the España 2006
World Philatelic
Exhibition

sector’s information platform, linking philately
to the new technologies. The pioneering
experience enabled Internet users from all over
the world to get detailed, real-time information
about the key Exhibition events and enjoy the
world’s finest stamp collections online.
The show achieved record figures – 1,000
exhibitors from over seventy countries, over
250,000 exhibits on display in 25,000 square
metres of show area, and a mass response from
the public. Over its seven days, the Exhibition
welcomed 250,000 visitors, while another 75,000
took part online over the official website.
The Exhibition was thus an event open to the
wider community, to the future and to new
technologies.

The España 2006 World Philatelic Exhibition
was held in Malaga, hosted by Correos and
FESOFI, the Spanish Federation of Philately
Societies, under the auspices of the Fédération
Internationale de Philatélie.
The event scored two philatelic firsts: it was the
first not held in a single, enclosed space, but in
eight glass marquees installed temporarily in the
streets of Malaga.
It was also the first philatelic show to operate
a specifically dedicated official website,
www.lamardesellos.com, which became the
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España 2006 World Philatelic Exhibition
Exhibitors
Participating countries
Exhibits
Exhibition area (sq m)
Visitors
Website visits

Besides the competing philatelic collections,
three themed exhibitions drew visitors’ attention:
a compilation of mobile and popup books, a
“walk through writing” from the origins of the
written word to the typewriter, and, on loan
from the Spanish post and telegraph museum,
a selection of jeroglífico letters (encrypted in
pictures), postal uniforms and other fascinating
objects from its collection.

Support for
stamp-collecting
and research
In 2006 Correos’ presence at other philatelic
fairs lent support to stamp collecting, boosted
the sector and often helped the host city
promote itself in Spain and elsewhere.
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1,000
72
250,000
25,000
250,000
75,000

The Company sponsored the Spanish National
Philately Championships and the Exfilna
and Juvenia events hosted by the Spanish
Federation of Philatelic Societies, and a range
of other shows across Spain. This cooperation
with the Spanish Association of Philately and
Numismatics Businesses (ANFIL) and the
Gremio de Filatelia (“philately guild”) led to
philatelic trade fairs in Barcelona and Madrid.
Overseas, the Company attended philatelic
shows at the Brussels World Youth Exhibition
and the Paris Salon du Timbre.
Correos’ contribution to the Real Academia
Hispánica de Filatelia (the Royal Hispanic
Philatelic Academy) helped support that body’s
research and dissemination of Spanish postal
history.
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Post and
telegraph museum
Correos’ Museo Postal y Telegráfico, its post
and telegraph museum, is the custodian of
important artefacts of the history of postage,
telecommunications and philately; of particular
note are its objects relating to nineteenth- and
twentieth-century telegraphy and the origins of
telephony. On display in its rooms are samples
of all the stamps exchanged between the
world’s postal operators, a collection of Spanish
stamps, and rarities, making it a veritable
national philatelic archive.

The museum shows thousands of visitors a year
the history of Correos’ role in the development
and modernisation of communications in Spain.
The museum’s library and document
centre have over 23,600 works available to
researchers and the general public, including
both the historic collection and the country’s
largest selection of books on postal and
telecommunications topics.

The library and document centre
have over 23,600 reference works
available to researchers and the
general public
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Correos is one of Spain’s largest employers.
Over 65,000 employees are spread throughout
the country to offer personalised service to the
public.
The skills and professionalism of the staff
are essential to meeting the quality and
service requirements that customers and
users demand. The Company is therefore
firmly committed to employees’ professional
development. Its human resources policy
promotes continuing training, innovation and
efficiency, career development, stable, highquality employment and employee involvement
in, and commitment to, Correos´ goals.
In 2006 the Company’s average headcount
was 65,515, plus temporary staff (equivalent to
63 people a year) hired to cover requirements
during elections.

Employees*

2005

2006

Civil Servants

35,549

34,101

Employees under ordinary contracts

29,360

31,414

64,909

65,515

TOTAL

* Cumulative average as at 31 December. Excludes elections-related recruitment

By employment type, civil servants accounted
for 52% of total staff, while employees under
ordinary contracts represented 48%, which
percentage is set to rise, given that all new
recruits join the Company under ordinary
employment contracts.
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The Company employed 65,515
people in 2006

HUMAN RESOURCES
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Employees by area of activity
Business units

64,689

Mail Division

51,731

Post Office Division

12,229

International Unit
Philately Unit
Company-wide departments and support units

TOTAL

643
86
826
65,515
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By area of activity, the Mail Division accounted
for 79% of staff, the Post Office Division
employed 19%, and the rest of employees
worked in other business and support units.

79% Mail Division
19% Post Office Division
1% Company-wide and support units
1% Other units
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Labour-related
commitments
On 19 June 2006, Correos and the unions
CCOO and CSI-CSIF signed the Parent
Company’s Second Collective Bargaining
Agreement, valid to 2008, which covers staff
under ordinary employment contracts, and
the General Agreement for Quality, Employer
Excellence and Human Resources Regulation.
The aim of these two deals is to enhance
effective provision of the universal postal service
and strengthen the Company in the face of
postal liberalisation. To achieve that end, the
agreements introduced the following changes in
labour relations:

3

• New integrated employment management
system introduced to reinforce job stability.
Under this system, long-term employment
needs are met by permanent staff, while
seasonal peaks are covered with noncontinuous permanent employees, using a
contract type that helps reduce job instability
and speeds up the filling of vacancies. The
agreement also provides that positions not
requiring full-time dedication be covered by
permanent part-time employees.

Correos introduced a new
integrated employment
management system
introduced to reinforce job
stability and speed up filling
of vacancies
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• Reform of salary structure, with performance
and attendance bonuses based on the extent
of compliance with productivity targets and
attendance requirements.
• Automatic recognition of length-of-service
rights for over 10,000 employees under
ordinary contracts.

The Company took measures
to modernise the rural
network in the context
of the accessibility plan
• Measures to modernise the rural network in the
context of the Accessibility Plan. Such measures
include specific mechanisms for promotion
and voluntary moves in the system of ongoing
transfer applications, voluntary working time on
Saturdays, gradual introduction of more sites
and vehicles in rural environments and major
improvement in compensation for contributing
vehicles and premises.
• Social measures under the governmentsponsored Concilia Plan of paid leave,
shorter working time and unpaid leave of
absence, and actions for equal employment
opportunities and comprehensive protection
against gender violence.
• Professional promotion initiatives such as final
coverage of middle management positions,
with the appointment of 747 distribution team
heads and 600 distribution unit heads. Career
development for civil servants through new
selection processes for internal promotion and
moves to jobs elsewhere in Government.
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Permanent job
positions and
transfers
In 2006 Correos hired 3,978 new full-time
permanent employees. In addition, it continued to
foster job stability under the agreement to improve
employment quality signed by the Government,
the employer confederation (CEOE) and the trade
unions.

HUMAN RESOURCES

The setting in motion of an ongoing selection
process for job transfers assured both civil
servants and ordinary employees’ right to job
mobility. They were able to apply for basic
positions at offices, distribution units and
processing centres. The seven selection rounds
over the year formalised transfers and horizontal
promotions for 1,475 people.

3

Training
Rapid technological progress and rising
competition require businesses to commit to
innovation and ongoing training, flexibility in
human resources and value creation in all their
activities. Correos’ annual training plans are
designed to release its employees’ full talent
and potential, in support of the Company’s
competitiveness and sustainability.
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In 2006, the Company ran 431 courses, taken
by 80,000 attendees, 18.8% more than last year.
One average, each employee received more
than one training action. High training uptake
was boosted by a positive perception of the
quality of the teaching and subject-matter, both
of which scored over 8 out of 10.

Training actions in the
year were taken by close to
80,000 attendees

The range of training activities included
courses on new businesses (such as
BanCorreos banking services) and
technological innovation (such as the theory
and practice of using PDA handheld devices at
special services units).

Training Activities

Online

Other*

Total

Number of courses

73

358

431

39,807

40,142

79,949

847,159

320,328

1,167,487

Attendees
Training hours

* Includes face-to-face, distance and blended training.

E-learning became firmly established as one of
the most effective and widely appreciated forms
of training at Correos, because its versatility and
flexibility make a good fit with the geographically
scattered workforce. The system enables all
employees to access training on the same
footing, regardless of location. Distance training
accounted for 17% of all courses and 50% of
participants: 39,807 attendees, or 60.8% of the
Company’s total staff.
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The employees could take part in online training
schemes in two ways. First, over the Company
intra-net, which since 2006 has been running a
new e-learning platform called Campus Virtual
Correos, enabling everyone to view content from
his or her own workstation. In addition, workers
had the use of free Internet access at the 3,000
outlets operated by Red.es, with which Correos
signed a deal to facilitate staff training in rural
locations.

HUMAN RESOURCES
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Pension plan and
social provision
The Parent Company has in place a defined
contribution pension plan to supplement its
employees’ retirement benefits. In 2006, Correos
paid 12.8 million euros into the plan. The fund’s
total net assets now stand at 96.6 million euros,
of which 57.4 million euros were contributed by
the Company. At 31 December 2006, pension
plan participants numbered 37,011 employees.

Correos’ new e-learning
platform is called Campus
Virtual Correos

Pension Scheme

2005

2006

Number of participants

37,292

37,011

Correos’ annual contribution*

12,212,000

12,779,910

Net assets*

78,049,822

96,627,128

* In euro

Correos operates a number of other
employment protection and social action
schemes, such as financial support for
employees undergoing family difficulties and
health programmes providing financial benefits
for medical treatment.

Finally, for years the Company has supported
employee involvement in leisure activities
and the arts. For example, its photography
competition drew 420 photographic works
last year, while its epistolary literature contest
attracted 180 letters. A special prize was
awarded in commemoration of the 250th
anniversary of Spain’s first urban postmen.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
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The special nature of its role means Correos is
a major pivot for the country’s communications
and social cohesion. Correos is aware that,
even beyond its commitment to public
service, it has the ability to contribute to social
development and to equality by widening the
scope of its efforts.
The Company articulates this aspect of its role
under a corporate social responsibility plan,
which is a part of its corporate policy, and
which seeks to make an effective contribution
to building a closer-knit community. Correos
has for years lent its support to many
programmes for groups undergoing financial
hardship, social exclusion or educational
problems.
The scale and importance of these efforts,
and rising demand in developed countries
for leading companies to adopt a socially
responsible stance, led to the creation in
late 2006 of a specific unit, the Company’s
Corporate Social Responsibility Department.
Correos thus became one of the major
Spanish companies to make corporate
social responsibility (CSR) a strategic and
organisational priority, with its own dedicated

Correos created its Corporate
Social Responsibility
Department
in 2006 to manage this aspect
of its operations
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department tasked with promoting and
monitoring the Company’s ethics beyond mere
compliance with the law, on the view that such
efforts should be conducted voluntarily and
in dialogue with stakeholders (shareholders,
employees, customers, suppliers, the
media and Government). Corporate social
responsibility is therefore a long-term
commitment that is inseparable from the
Company’s own future.

Correos’ commitment
to ethics
Correos’ operations are invested with a social
and ethical commitment embodied in its Code
of Conduct, which sets out the Company’s
values, whereby employees and executives
strictly undertake to abide by ethical standards,
business integrity and current laws and
regulations.
Correos is a member of the Fundación Empresa
y Sociedad (Business and Society Trust),
which encourages, assists and coordinates
businesses to align their social actions and form
networks to help the underprivileged face their
specific challenges.
The Company has adhered to the United
Nations Global Compact, an ethical initiative by
which companies across the world embed within
their strategy and operations ten principles of
conduct and action regarding human rights,
labour, the environment and the fight against
corruption.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Social action
The responsible conduct society expects from
the corporate world must range from the nature
and quality of its products to the effects of what
they do on the world around them, in social
terms (persons at risk of social exclusion) and
with respect to the environment (sustainable
use and replacement of natural resources,
waste treatment and recycling, and so forth).
Correos therefore undertakes a range of efforts
in support of underprivileged groups.
Correos’ support for immigrants
Immigration is an increasingly urgent reality
of today’s society which poses complex
challenges. Correos backs a range of initiatives
to help immigrants settle in and integrate with
their host community.
Correos: De la A a la Z para Inmigrantes
(“Correos: A to Z for Immigrants”) is a
programme focusing on training and
employment for immigrants, run in partnership
with the Spanish Red Cross and the European
Social Fund. The goal is to help immigrants
integrate with Spanish society, especially as
regards work, by training in language and social
skills. Last year, 70 courses were taught in
the areas of Spain with the highest density of
immigrant population.

“Correos: A to Z for
Immigrants” aims to help
immigrants find jobs by
training them

4

Using the tagline Un rincón de mi país en
España (“A corner of my country in Spain”), for
the second year running Correos and Western
Union organised a photography competition for
immigrants which invited contestants to reflect
their day-to-day life. The challenge drew 1,000
entrants of over 20 nationalities, and a total of over
3,000 photographs.
Correos’ support for sick and
underprivileged children
The Correos reparte sonrisas a los niños
(“Correos delivers smiles to children”) initiative
seeks to improve the quality of life of children
in hospitals with serious illnesses by using
laughter therapy techniques. The scheme is
run in partnership with Clowns Without Borders
and eleven NGOs specialising in hospital care,
foster homes and special needs education. The
programme also covers children with disabilities,
immigrant children and, since 2006, children
needing psychological and emotional support
whose mothers are serving prison sentences.
Last year, the scheme held 34 festive shows
– attended by performance artists, sportspeople
and popular figures among children – for 3,898
children and around 7,600 family members.
The programme further involved 15 recreation/
education training workshops for volunteers,
healthcare staff and teaching staff. In addition,
1,200 schools took part in exchanges of
humorous letters and puzzle books among
pupils and sick children: over 352,000 missives
were sent.
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Close to 4,000 children
enjoyed festive performances
in the programme “Correos
delivers smiles to children”

In partnership with UNICEF, Correos organises a
campaign to collect pencils, sharpeners, biros,
erasers and notebooks for school enrolment
programmes in developing countries. Our
Post offices took part in the campaign for the
eighth year running, and amassed 122,000
kg of material which will be sent to schools in
El Salvador. The figure was 1,000 kg greater
than the previous year, bringing total donations
received since the start of the programme to
1,181 tons.
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The Company also supports the Un juguete, una
ilusión (“A toy, a hope”) campaign organised by
Radio Nacional de España and the Fundación
Crecer Jugando charity, which sends toys to
developing countries. Correos sells a number of
charity-related items – biros in 2006 – through its
post office network, thus assuring awareness is
raised throughout the country. Collected funds
are used to make toys for children in fifteen
countries of Africa, Latin America and the Middle
East, and to set up playrooms in schools,
hospitals and other places where children are
cared for in those countries.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Correos supports integration of people
with disabilities
Correos helps people with physical and
mental disabilities find work by signing
cooperation agreements with trusts, special
employment centres and occupational centres,
and with donations to entities promoting the
occupational training of people with disabilities.
For the past fifteen years, Correos has worked
with the Fundación Carmen Pardo-Valcarce,
a charity which employs young people with
disabilities to sort, clean and repair used
postal materials, and, in partnership with the
Fundación Gil Gayarre, creates philatelic
products for subscribing collectors.
In 2006, furthermore, people with disabilities
working at the Ocón Business Centre collected,
delivered and returned mail items in various
autonomous communities in the north of
Spain. The AFANÍAS Association, for its part,
produced training documents and manuals
for Correos. In 2006, too, the Fundación
APAI charity was commissioned to produce
Christmas prints and greeting cards.

Correos has worked for
years with charities and
employment centres to
support the employment
and social inclusion
of people with disabilities

4

As regards donations, Correos agreed to help
fund the Fundación APAI’s Paper and Woodwork
Crafts Centre; construction started in 2006 on
a plot granted by Alcobendas City Council.
The centre’s goal is to train and employ young
people with mental disabilities in activities
relating to the environment and art.
Correos also allocated aid to the Fundación
FUTMAN, which fosters the use of sport to
support the physical and psychological recovery
of people with disabilities brought on mainly by
accidents.
Finally, the Company supported the Fundación
ONCE, a trust for the blind and people with
other disabilities, by issuing a stamp and
postmark of the winning entry of ONCE’s 22nd
School Drawing Competition, bearing the tagline
normalización urgente (“express normality”), to
promote the social integration of the blind.
Socially responsible post offices
Correos lets various charities and non-profit
bodies use its network of over 2,000 post
offices to sell charity-related products, with
revenues going to fund projects of social
interest. The Company works with UNICEF to
sell Christmas cards and lottery tickets, with
Doctors Without Borders and ACNUR to sell
“socially responsible postcards” over the online
post office, and with the Spanish Red Cross in
its Sorteo del Oro prize draw campaigns.
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In 2006, Correos entered into a partnership
with the Spanish Red Cross and the Fundación
Entreculturas to have over 400 post offices
join the Dona tu móvil mobile telephone
donations campaign. By collecting used mobile
telephones, the scheme aims to generate
funding for education and development projects
in Spain and developing countries and avoid
environmental damage through controlled
recycling and destruction.
Charity discounts
Correos gives discounts on postal services to
AOMD, the Association of Charity and NGO
Direct Marketing Users, to help them meet their
social-interest goals.

the proceeds of Línea Verde (“Green line”)
environment-friendly envelopes, boxes and
packaging. For every unit sold, Correos sets
aside two eurocents for reforestation schemes.
In 2006, the project planted 10,000 trees over an
area of 250,000 square metres in the Cañamero
hills, Cáceres province, where the woods had
been destroyed by fire some years back.
The Company complied with the European
Union anti-pollution laws. In terms of renovation
of its vehicle fleet, in 2006 Correos bought 28
Euro-4 type lorries, thus moving ahead of the EU
legal requirements which came into force on 1
October 2006.

Prizes
Environmental
action
In support of environmental conservation and
awareness-raising, Correos has a deal in
place with the Fundación Bosques de la Tierra
(“Forests of the Earth Foundation”) to invest
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In recognition of Correos’ social action role, and
specifically for its cooperation with the Spanish
Red Cross, in 2006 the Company was awarded
the Red Cross Gold Medal at an event presided
over by Their Majesties The King and Queen of
Spain. Correos has received other accolades in
previous years.
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In the face of increased competition and
changes in demand, some years ago, like
other postal operators, Correos started to
diversify its activities and gain footholds in other
markets, thus ensuring new income streams and
lessening its dependence on its conventional
business.
The Parent Company widened its offering of
products and services, and heightened their
specialisation, through its three subsidiaries,
which operate in sectors that complement
the postal industry. The Correos Group can
thus meet the demands of each segment
flexibly, to the required standards of quality and
innovation.
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5.1

5

CHRONOEXPRÉS

Chronoexprés is the Correos Group’s specialist
operator in the domestic and international
express parcel industry, in which it has a solid
track record. Its strategy is founded on service
quality and a customer-oriented approach,
which have made it a benchmark company in
the express delivery sector.
Chronoexprés’ business model is based on its
own network of representative offices throughout
the country. Each agency can make decisions
independently, and can thus deploy a high
capacity for rapid response.
To meet market demand, the firm offers a
portfolio of guaranteed deadline delivery
services, including Chrono 10, Chrono 14 and
Chrono 24; express transport services with
additional features for special requirements,
such as Multichrono; solutions specific to
given industries, like retail opticians or mailbag
deliveries; and cross-border services, like
Internacional Exprés and Internacional Estándar.

Chronoexprés
Chrono 10
Chrono 14
Chrono 24
Multichrono
Mailbags
Services to the optics industry
Prepaid
International services

Chronoexprés operates 63
logistics centres and over
100,000 sq m of warehouse
facilities

The subsidiary employs 1,331 people and
operates a structure of 63 logistics centres, over
100,000 square metres of warehouse facilities,
2,085 vehicles and 2,166 distribution routes.
These resources give the firm one of the widestreaching territorial presences in Spain, and
enable it to reach 8,100 municipalities on a daily
basis.
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Resources
Employees

1,331

Operations centres
Distribution routes

2,166

Vehicles

2,085

Chronoexprés caters to its clients’ international
requirements by making available the best
worldwide distribution networks under its
agreements with the US-based FedEx and the
Europe-wide company GLS. Firmly established
alliances and improved systems for integration
with its partners enable Chronoexprés to
provide an international express service to high
standards of quality.

Items processed
rose 13.3% and
revenue grew 8.2%
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63

Performance

		

Many of the actions completed in 2006 were
part of the turnaround programme the firm
has implemented over the past few years. The
plan operates on six main axes: a focus on the
express delivery service; quality of service as
a distinguishing feature; profitability; improved
network efficiency; improved internal control
systems; and synergies with the Group.
Coordinated implementation of all these actions
led to increased business and revenue. The
number of items handled by Chronoexprés rose
13.3%, while sales reached 138.5 million euros,
8.2% more than in 2005.

CORREOS GROUP SUBSIDIARIES

5

Net turnover
Millions of euro

200
8.2%

150
138.5

100
128.1

50
0

2005

2006

The operating result improved by 51.8%,
although still remained in negative figures
(12.1 million euros).

Operating Result
Millions of euro

0

2005

2006

-25.2

-12.1

-10

51.8%

-20
-30

After extraordinary items and provisions, result
before tax was -9.1 million euros, substantially
smaller than in 2005 and bringing the firm
closer to breakeven. This performance was the
outcome of an increase of over 8% in revenue
and 1% cost savings.
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Result before tax
Millions of euro

0

2005

2006

-21.7

-9.1

-10

57.9%

-20
-30

Actions on the
network and
processes
Last year Chronoexprés set in motion a plan
for logistics standardisation and upgrade of
facilities to optimise its resources and enhance
service provision.
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The company automated its key delegations
and replaced its technologies, restructured
some of its routes and refurbished transit points,
thus achieving shorter item dispatch times. In
this framework, the provincial delegations in
Vizcaya and Álava became the nerve centres for
improving and rerouting goods transit through the
firm’s North region.

CORREOS GROUP SUBSIDIARIES

Another field of action was technological
innovation. The firm developed new applications
for the claims and collection services
management departments, and “track and
trace” functionalities were extended to bank
mailbag services as part of the strategic aim
for all items to be monitored by Chronoexprés’
information systems.
The restructuring of operating processes
conducted in recent years was brought to
completion in 2006 with the introduction of a
collection services management and control
system that anticipates the trackability of the
item at the time of pickup.
The firm also completed the drive to equip all its
drivers with PDAs, so that all Group employees
working in express services now have tools that
support their roles, speed up distribution and
provide clients with value-added.

Comprehensive
ongoing improvement
As in previous years, a large proportion of
the firm’s efforts focused on raising quality of
service. A quality committee was formed and
specific quality targets were identified and
assigned.

5

Reflecting its commitment to ongoing
improvement, Chronoexprés renewed its
certification to UNE-EN ISO 9001:2000. The
company’s goals in the ISO framework seek
to ensure delivery commitments are fulfilled,
shorten response times to service shortfalls,
achieve a standard of training and skills that
secures employees’ active involvement in
meeting targets, and enrich information to
clients on provided services.
All the actions implemented made for a gain of
15 percentage points in quality indices

Quality indices gained 15
percentage points

Training
The restructuring of logistics processes,
technological changes and the focus on quality
of service led in 2006 to the implementation
of an intensive training schedule to bolster
operating efficiency and control, and thus, raise
performance. The programme involved 153
training actions, 15,158 teaching hours and 990
attendees.

Training
153 actions
15,158 teaching hours
990 attendees
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5.2

CORREO HÍBRIDO

Correo Híbrido is the Group’s firm specialising
in integrated management of companies’ mass
communications – billing, bank statements,
letters, advertising, and others – to achieve
cost savings and high quality. Correo Híbrido’s
business brings the Correos Group substantial
synergies.
Correo Híbrido’s strategy is to offer a wide
spectrum of services tailored to each client’s
needs, based on using the latest technologies
in the company’s processes. Available 24 hours
a day, every day of the year, Correo Híbrido’s
services include secure electronic transactions,
document consultancy and design, enveloping
and sorting of postal items up to posting at the
facilities of Correos, the public postal operator
and the party finally responsible for delivering to
addresses throughout the country.

Hybrid mail services
Consultancy
and design

Printing and
enveloping

Sorting and
posting
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In addition, Correo Híbrido offers document
image digitisation, storage and custody, postal
item tracking and reverse hybrid mail solutions.

CORREOS GROUP SUBSIDIARIES

5

Electronic services

Digitisation

Mass
electronic
notifications

Data reading
and saving

Electronic
delivery

Digital
custody

Reverse
hybrid mail

To carry on its business and meet market
demand, Correo Híbrido employs 158 people
across three sites, equipped with the latest
technologies in the industry. The firm handles
9.5 million envelopes and 17 million pages a
month.

Resources

Employees
Operating Centres

Clients include major banks, insurance
companies, government bodies,
telecommunications companies and other
service providers that generate mass postal
volumes and that have placed their trust in
Correo Híbrido.

2006 assesment
Correo Híbrido’s 2006-2008 Business Plan
calls for investments of over 1.5 million euros
in the three-year period and seeks to increase
turnover and gain market share; the plan’s
targets for 2006 were met satisfactorily.
						

2005

2006

141

158

3

3

Since the launch of www.correohibrido.es as
an additional tool for marketing and providing
service to clients, users can use it to access
a comprehensive range of services and, in
particular, to view the status of their hybrid mail
at all stages of production.
The firm further developed some of its more
novel features, such as digitisation and
automatic printing on the envelope of an
integrated advice of receipt. This automatic,
quick, secure system, which brings the client
major cost savings, led to the signing of new
contracts with government bodies.
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Correo Híbrido’s goal of providing its clients with
the best possible service drives it to innovate
constantly in facilities and production equipment.
The firm’s investments in 2006 doubled the figure
for the previous year. 		
In 2006 Correo Híbrido’s strategy garnered
considerable growth in all its activities. The
number of handled postal items increased 6.8%;
printings improved 9.9%, and digitisations, grew
66.0%.

A novel service is automatic
printing on the envelope
of an integrated advice
of receipt

Activity
In millions

2005

2006

Evolución

Handled postal items

309.4

330.3

6.8%

Printings

584.1

641.6

9.9%

3.4

5.7

66.0%

Digitisations

As a result, annual sales reached 7.8 million
euros, i.e., 12.5% more than the 6.9 million euros
attained in 2005.

Correo Híbrido revenue grew by
more than 12%

Net turnover
Thousands of euro

8,000
7,800
7,600
7,400
7,200
7,000
6,800
6,600
6,400

100

12.5%
7,828.1

6,960.3
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2006
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Profit before tax grew 46.6% from 208,753 euros
in 2005 to 306,112 euros in 2006.

5

Profit before tax grew 46.6%

Profit before tax
Thousands of euro

350

46.6%

300

306.1

250
200
150

208.8
2005

2006
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5.3

CORREOS TELECOM

Correos Telecom’s role is to manage Correos’
own telecommunications network. It provides
telecom services to the Parent Company as its
key client, promotes and sells surplus capacity
and works on new online projects relating to the
postal industry.

2006 Assesment
Correos Telecom employs 22 people assigned
to the company’s various units.
The Telecommunications Services
Area manages data, voice and telex
telecommunications networks and supports
technical projects and studies. Correos
Telecom played a key role in two plans in this
field. First, the implementation of Correos’ new
telecommunications network as part of the
INTEGRA Project. The network supports 2,400
Correos centres and 56 Chronoexprés sites; the
project involved increasing data transmission
capacity, shortening response times and
implementing scalability to ensure future
functionalities can be added flexibly.
Secondly, the firm extended Correos’ internal
telephony network (known as RICO) to all
its centres, and upgraded the technology
underlying the Parent Company’s and
Chronoexprés’ key switchboards. Correos
Telecom also introduced its own internal
telephony network and embedded it in Correos’
network.
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These developments relating to its new
telecommunications network brought the
Correos Group major cost savings in the form of
lower rates and the removal of the maintenance
expenses of the old network.
Correos Telecom provided technical support
for a range of other projects, such as the
deployment of PDA handheld devices at
Correos’ special services units, configuration
of WiFi points, extended communications
capabilities at the CPD of Correos’ Madrid head
office and installation of communications at the
Parent Company’s new facilities.

CORREOS GROUP SUBSIDIARIES
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Services marketed by Correos Telecom
High- and low-capacity data circuits
Fibre optic
Rights to use pipelining
Licences to use spaces for co-installation of telecommunications stations
Telecommunications installation and engineering
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Correos Telecom’s second area of business,
called Telecommunications Infrastructure
Marketing, promotes and sells Correos’
surplus telecommunications capacity. In 2006,
the portfolio of offered services included
rental of fibre optic and high- and lowcapacity data circuits, rights to use pipelining
and telecommunications installation and
engineering.
The introduction of Correos’ new
telecommunications network generated larger
telecommunications surpluses (chiefly national
cable and radio link infrastructure), so the
company’s capability for marketing these assets
had to be reinforced.
To cater to the needs of specific clients,
Correos Telecom upgraded the technology
of its fibre optic infrastructure in Madrid. The
improvements raised circuit capacity by up
to 500%, thus bringing the firm’s standard of
telecommunications services into line with the
offering of the leading operators.
Correos Telecom’s client base is mainly made
up of telecommunications companies, but also

Infrastructure marketing
revenue grew by close to 44%
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includes electricity utilities, media groups and
public bodies. In 2006, the firm’s client list came
to include Endesa, Retevisión, Ya.com, Red.es
and Grupalia. Services also increased to other
users, such as Ono and Vodafone.
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Revenue types in 2006

Correos Telecom’s
revenue exceeded
1.6 million euros

38.6% New contract revenue
61.4% Regular revenue

In 2006, Correos Telecom made revenue of
over 1.6 million euros; a highlight was the 44%
increase in infrastructure marketing turnover.
Over 38% of such turnover came from new
contracts. The firm achieved profit before tax of
219,382 euros.
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auditorS´ REPORT

SOCIEDAD ESTATAL CORREOS Y TELÉGRAFOS, S.A.
AND SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES

Auditors’ Report of the Consolidated Financial Statements
To the Single Shareholder of
Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos, S.A.
1. We have audited the Consolidated Financial Statements of Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos,
S.A. (the Company) and its subsidiaries. The said statements comprise the consolidated balance
sheet as at 31 December 2006 and the consolidated profit and loss account and corresponding notes
for the financial year 2006, the preparation of which is the responsibility of the company’s directors.
Our responsibility is to give an opinion on the aforementioned consolidated financial statements as
a whole based on the work carried out in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards,
which require the examination, by means of selective tests, of evidence relevant to the consolidated
financial statements and the evaluation of their presentation, the accounting principles that have
been applied and the estimates made.
2. In accordance with company law and for the sake of comparison, the company’s directors show the
corresponding figures for 2005 for each entry in the 2006 consolidated balance sheet and profit and
loss account. Our opinion refers exclusively to the consolidated financial statements of 2006. On 3
April 2006, we issued a favourable auditors’ report on the 2005 consolidated financial statements.
3. In our opinion, the attached 2006 consolidated financial statements give, in all significant aspects, a
true and fair view of the assets and financial situation of Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos, S.A.
and its subsidiaries as at 31 December 2006, as well as their consolidated trading profits during 2006,
and contain the necessary and sufficient information to be adequately interpreted and understood
according to generally accepted accounting principles and standards, which are consistent with
those applied in the previous year.
4. The attached 2006 management report contains the explanations the directors consider relevant
regarding the company’s position and those of its subsidiaries, the development of their businesses
and other issues and does not form an integral part of the 2006 consolidated financial statements.
We have verified that the accounting information contained in the management report corresponds
to that given in the 2006 consolidated financial statements. Our work as auditors is limited to the
verification of the management report with the scope mentioned in this paragraph and does not
include the review of information not found in the accounting records of the company and its
subsidiaries.

30 March 2007
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Consolidated
Balance Sheet
at 31 December 2006 and 2005

Assets

31.12.06

31.12.05

Fixed assets
Start-up expenses (note 5(a))

812

997

31,906

36,395

1,574,574

1,461,533

1,027

1,007

1,608,319

1,499,932

2,290

2,392

4,085

2,936

Debtors (note 10)

388,944

355,274

Short-term financial investments (note 11)

287,666

111,457

Cash at bank and in hand

247,447

401,459

908

988

929,050

872,114

2,539,659

2,374,438

Intangible fixed assets (note 6)
Tangible fixed assets (note 7)
Financial investments (note 8)
Total fixed assets

Deferred charges (note 5(e))

Current assets
Stocks (note 9)

Prepayments
Total current assets

Total assets

Thousands of euros.
The attached Notes to the Accounts form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements for 2006.
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Liabilities

31.12.06

6

31.12.05

Equity (Note 12)
Share capital

611,521

595,494

Share premium account

281,003

281,003

Reserves

409,967

262,438

142,316

177,304

1,444,807

1,316,239

539,902

487,172

71,431

76,699

8,737

8,720

287

285

Trade creditors (note 16)

261,053

248,543

Other non-trade creditors (note 17)

213,442

236,780

Total short-term creditors

474,782

485,608

2,539,659

2,374,438

Profit attributable to Parent Company shareholders:
Consolidated profits
Total equity
Deferred income (note 13)
Provisions for risks and charges (note 14)
Long-term creditors (note 15)
Short-term creditors
Bank debt (note 15)

Total liabilities
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Consolidated Profit
and Loss Account

for the financial years ended 31 December 2006 and 2005

Expenses

2006

2005

16,556

14,806

1,418,138

1,340,203

107,735

100,123

(354)

2,178

466,720

466,386

2,008,795

1,923,696

160,190

180,349

Financial and similar expenses

810

992

Losses on exchange

299

333

Operating expenses
Procurement (note 9)
Staff costs (note 18)
Allocations to fixed asset depreciation
(notes 5(a), 6 and 7)
Trade provisions variation
(notes 9 and 10)
Other operating expenses (note 19)
Total operating expenses
Operating profit
Financial expenses

Total financial expenses

1,109

1,325

Positive financial results

19,440

11,604

179,630

191,953

(18,855)

(7,814)

Profit on ordinary activities
Extraordinary losses and charges
Fixed-asset provisions variation (notes 6 and 7)
Losses from fixed assets (note 7)

21,039

2,521

Other extraordinary charges (note 14)

3,158

20,973

Total extraordinary losses and charges

5,342

15,680

47,257

48,398

226,887

240,351

84,571

63,047

142,316

177,304

Positive extraordinary results
Consolidated profit for the year (before tax)
Corporation tax (note 23)
Profit for the year attributable to Parent Company
Thousands of euros.
The attached Notes to the Accounts form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements for 2006.
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Revenue

2006

6

2005

Operating revenue
Net turnover (note 20)
Net sales of goods and services

2,171,176

2,075,183

(13,082)

(2,885)

Other income from ordinary activities

2,483

1,873

Government contributions (note 21)

2,125

1,945

Excess on provisions for risks and charges (note 14)

6,283

27,929

2,168,985

2,104,045

15,462

9,195

5,087

3,734

20,549

12,929

4,117

9,656

Capital contributions taken to results (note 13)

37,863

39,457

Other extraordinary income

10,619

14,965

Total extraordinary profits and income

52,599

64,078

Returned goods and volume discounts
Other operating income

Total operating revenue
Financial income
Other interest and similar income
Gains on exchange
Total financial income

Extraordinary profits and income
Profit on disposals of fixed assets
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Report of Consolidated
Annual Financial Statements
31 December 2006

1

Nature and principal activities

Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos S.A. (‘the Company’, or `the Parent Company’) was incorporated
as a public limited company [sociedad anónima] pursuant to article 6.1(a) of the Consolidated Text of
the Ley General Presupuestaria (‘the Budget Act’) and Additional Item Twelve of the Ley 6/1997, de
14 de abril, de Organización y Funcionamiento de la Administración General del Estado (‘the Central
Government Organisation Act’, or ‘LOFAGE’) by a resolution of the Council of Ministers dated 22 June
2001, under article 58.1 of the Ley 14/2001, de 29 de diciembre, de Medidas Fiscales, Administrativas
y del Orden Social (‘the Tax, Administrative and Social Measures Act’). The Company is governed by
the Ley de Sociedades Anónimas (‘the Companies Act’), by the rest of applicable laws and regulations,
and by its Articles of Association.
Under article 58.3 of the Tax, Administrative and Social Measures Act, the Company began its operations,
and was automatically subrogated to the activities, assets, rights and obligations of the former Entidad
Pública Correos y Telégrafos (hereinafter, ‘the Entity’), on 3 July 2001, the day of registration with the
Registro Mercantil (the Spanish registrar of companies) of the public deed of incorporation of the
Company, dated 29 June 2001. From that day, the Company took on all the functions carried out by the
Entity and was subrogated to the status of authorised operator for the provision of the universal postal
service and to the rest of rights of the former Entity.
The Ley 24/1998, de 13 de julio, del Servicio Postal Universal y de Liberalización de los Servicios Postales
(‘the Postal Services Liberalisation Act’) assures general access to the postal service, through the
operator appointed by the Central Government to provide the universal postal service, for all users and,
as applicable, for postal operators on whom the law imposes universal postal service duties, on terms
of transparency, non-discrimination and impartiality. Furthermore, article 23.5 of the Act prescribes that
postal operators other than those appointed by the Central Government to provide the universal postal
service must negotiate the terms for access to the public postal network with the relevant universal
postal service provider managing that network – namely, Correos – such as to preclude any agreement,
collective decision or recommendation or concerted or knowingly parallel practice aimed at restricting or
distorting competition in the Spanish postal market.
Royal Decree 1296/2006 of 10 November 2006 laid down the regulations for access to the public postal
network and set benchmark terms and conditions for access to the network by all postal operators with
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individual licence that so request. The benchmark terms and conditions of network access shall be made
public, shall be in the nature of guidelines and shall set out the technical and economic provisions for
access to the public postal network that shall serve as the basis for bilateral agreements between the
operator in charge of the universal postal service and the rest of postal operators. The benchmark terms
and conditions shall be fixed following principles of transparency, impartiality and non-discrimination in
the terms and prices of access for all operators.
At the date of preparation of these annual financial statements, the provisional benchmark terms and
conditions under the Royal Decree for access to the public network are still in the process of being
determined. Therefore, the Company does not expect the effects of the benchmark terms and conditions
to be significant in the short term. Further, the Company takes the view that any effects on the business
in the medium and long term will be determined by the final decision on the terms and conditions of
access. If Correos’ present share of the postal market shrinks, the funding of the universal postal service
will have to be supplemented. The Subdirección de Regulación Postal del Ministerio de Fomento (`SubDirectorate of Postal Regulation of the Public Works Ministry’) has asked the Company to study and
propose a mechanism for funding the duty to provide the universal postal service.
Furthermore, under article 58.7 of the Tax, Administrative and Social Measures Act, public employees who
were in active service with the former Entity at the time of registration of the public deed of incorporation
of the Company became employees of the Company without interruption, on the same employment
terms and retaining their status as Central Government civil servants in their respective divisions and
grades, with length of service, established pay and acquired rights being wholly preserved.
The Company also employs staff under ordinary employment contracts. Their labour relations are governed
by the Estatuto de los Trabajadores (‘the Workers’ Statute’) and other extant laws and regulations and by
the Second Collective Bargaining Agreement of Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos, S.A. 2006-2008.
Under article 2 of the Articles of Association, the objects of the Company – which are the same thing as
its principal activity – are as follows:
– To manage and operate postal services of any kind.
– To provide money order services and money transfers.
– To receive applications, written submissions and notices from the public to government bodies,
subject to applicable laws and regulations.
– To serve Government and court notices in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
– To provide telegram, telex and bureaufax services and carry out other activities and services relating
to telecommunications.
– To propose stamp issues and to issue the rest of forms of payment for postal services, and to sell and
distribute its products and issues.
– To provide, on a mandatory basis, such services relating to its objects as government bodies may order.
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– To carry out any other activities or services supplementary to the above or that may be needed for the
proper pursuance of the objects of the Company, for which purpose the Company may create and
control holdings in other companies.
The sole shareholder of the Company is the Central Government of Spain, through its Dirección
General del Patrimonio del Estado (`directorate general of state assets´). Therefore, under the
Ley 2/1995, de 23 de marzo, de Sociedades de Responsabilidad Limitada (‘the Limited Liability
Companies Act’), which amends the Consolidated Text of the Companies Act, the Company is a
company wholly owned by a sole shareholder.  The Company has contracts in place with the various
Central Government Ministries to provide postal and telegraph services.
The Company is the head of a group of companies (see note 2) whose principal activities are, further
to the principal activity of the Company, the provision of courier services for documents and small
parcels, hybrid mail and management of the telecommunications networks owned by the Company.
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6

Structure of the Consolidated Group

The Company and its subsidiaries make up the Correos y Telégrafos group (hereinafter, ‘the
Group’).
The subsidiary companies – all being wholly owned by the Parent Company – falling within the scope
of consolidation as at 31 December 2006 were:

Company
Correo Híbrido, S.A.
Correos Telecom, S.A.
Chronoexprés, S.A.

Activity

Domicile

Hybrid mail services

Madrid

Management of the Company’s
telecommunication networks

Madrid

Courier services for documents and small
parcels

Coslada (Madrid)

The following table itemises individually the equity of the companies within the scope of consolidation as
at 31 December 2006, and the value of the Parent Company’s shareholdings in those companies:

Equity
Capital

Correo
Híbrido,
S.A.

Correos
Telecom,
S.A.

Chronoexprés,
S.A.

974

1,503

62

Share premium account

48

–

52,488

Reserves

23

1,593

–

(754)

–

(36,055)

306

146

(9,118)

597

3,242

7,377

Cost of shares

1,022

1,503

179,461

Less provisions

(425)

–

(172,083)

597

1,503

Losses from previous years
Result for the year

7,378
Thousands of euros
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Basis of presentation and consolidation principles

In compliance with current laws and regulations, the Directors of the Parent Company have drawn
up these consolidated annual financial statements to provide a true and fair view of the consolidated
assets, financial condition and results of the Group for the financial year 2006.
These consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared on the basis of the auxiliary
accounting records and the annual financial statements of the Parent Company and of its subsidiaries
within the scope of consolidation.
As required by accounting regulations, for purposes of comparison, the consolidated balance sheet
and profit and loss account for 2006 also show the corresponding figures for the previous year. As
permitted by the regulations, the Company has chosen to omit comparative figures from the previous
year in the Consolidated Notes to the Accounts for 2006.
The Directors of the Parent Company and of the subsidiaries within the Group expect the individual
annual financial statements of each company for 2006 to be approved by shareholders without
significant changes. The Directors of the Company expect the consolidated annual financial statements
for 2006 to be approved by the sole shareholder of the Parent Company without significant changes.
The consolidated annual financial statements for the previous financial year were approved by the sole
shareholder on 26 May 2006.
The Company, being the Parent Company of the Group, presents these consolidated annual financial
statements in accordance with Royal Decree 1815/1991 of 20 December 1991, enacting the rules on
preparation of consolidated annual financial statements.
In particular:
• The annual financial statements of the Company are consolidated with those of the subsidiaries (see note
2) by the global integration method. The Company holds all voting rights in all consolidated companies.
• Significant inter-Group balances, transactions and results have been eliminated in the consolidation
process.
• Where subsidiaries have followed materially different accounting or valuation principles from those
of the Parent Company, we have made adjustments as needed to present the consolidated annual
financial statements of the Group in a standardised way.
• The variations in reserves at subsidiary companies from their respective date of coming under the
control of the Parent Company or of first consolidation to 31 December 2006 are covered by the item
‘Reserves at consolidated companies’ of the balance sheet.
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• Positive and negative consolidation differences are imputed to Group companies’ assets and liabilities
up to the limit of their realisable value.  Positive differences not imputed to assets or liabilities are
stated under the caption ‘Consolidation goodwill’, and were wholly amortised as at 31 December
2006.
• Under article 66(c) of Royal Decree 1815/1991 of 20 December 1991 enacting the rules on preparation
of consolidated annual financial statements, we have omitted to present the consolidated statement
of source and application of funds.

4

Distribution of results

The proposed distribution of profit for 2006 put forth by the Directors of the Parent Company and
pending approval by the sole shareholder is as follows:
Legal reserve

14,222

Reserve required by Articles of Association

28,444

Voluntary reserves

68,974

Dividends

30,576
142,216
Thousands of euros
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Accounting principles and rules of valuation

These consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting
principles and rules of valuation and classification of Spanish GAAP (Plan General de Contabilidad).
The key principles and rules are:
a Start-up expenses
Start-up expenses are stated at cost, net of accumulated amortisation, calculated by the straightline method over a period of two to five years. In 2006, new costs were recorded of 150,000
euros. Allocations to amortisation totalled 335,000 euros.
b Intangible fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets are stated at acquisition value or at the value of the contribution
to the Company by the former Entity, net of accumulated amortisation, on the following
basis:
• Software applications are valued at their purchase price and are amortised by the straight-line
method over an expected lifetime of three to six years. Software maintenance costs are taken
to expenses upon accrual.
• Industrial property rights are valued at the actual cost paid for certain purchased patents and
amortised over a ten-year period.
• Transfer rights relate to the acquisition of sub-leasing rights in a plot of land to 2032, and are
being amortised by the straight-line method for a 31-year period up to that date.
• Goodwill items are amortised by the straight-line method over a ten-year period, which the
Directors of Chronoexprés, S.A. regard as the appropriate period for recovery. The Group’s
policy is to create provisions to adjust the value of goodwill items in accordance with any
changes in the assumptions underlying their initial valuation.
• Rights to use assets under financial leasing contracts, with or without purchase options,
are reflected in the respective caption of intangible fixed assets if the economic terms of
the lease make them capitalisable. They are amortised over their useful lives as estimated
on the basis of established ratios for similar intangible fixed assets. Financial expenses
pending accrual in connection with these transactions are recorded under the caption
‘Deferred charges’, and are taken to results on the basis of contract duration on a financial
criterion.
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c Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are stated at acquisition value or at the value of the contribution to the
Company by the former Entity, net of accumulated depreciation.
Tangible fixed assets are depreciated from the acquisition value or the value of the contribution to
the Company by the former Entity by the straight-line method according to the following lifetimes
and asset classification:

Buildings and other built assets

30-75

Plant and machinery

3-33

Other fixtures, fittings, tools and equipment

5-20

Information processing systems

3-6

Transport elements

5-10

Other fixed assets

3-12

Building and renovation works on properties owned by third parties (mostly, rented properties)
are valued conservatively at cost, and are depreciated over an estimated useful life of 20 years,
as allowed by the contractual terms of use of the buildings.
Maintenance and repair costs for tangible fixed assets that do not improve utility or lengthen
lifetime are taken to the profit and loss account at the time of accrual.
The Group regularly checks whether any fixed assets need to be written down to a lower market
value at year-end, wherever the book value of the asset cannot be recovered through its generating
sufficient revenues to cover all costs and expenses, including depreciation. In 2006, therefore, the
Company commissioned valuations of some of its buildings, and made appropriate allocations to
and reversals from provisions at year-end 2006.
Loss in value of fixed assets due to full renovation of buildings owned by the Company is provisioned
against after the decision to renovate under balance sheet item ‘Provision for risks and charges’
(see note 14) for the value of the part of the building that is to be demolished; the item is applied to
the cost of the fixed asset after renovation work has begun.
Expenditures on adapting rented premises to be used during full renovation of our own
buildings are capitalised and amortised in the year in which they are incurred. The effect of
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not systematically amortising such expenditures over the estimated duration of the renovation
process is not significant for these consolidated annual financial statements taken as a
whole.
d Financial investments
Permanent financial investments are stated at cost for securities and at the value of deposits paid
in for bonds.
Provisions are allocated for loss of value of securities if sufficiently significant and clear
circumstances arise. For shareholdings, we provision the excess of the purchase cost over the
book value of the shares, adjusted by identified unrealised gains still in evidence at year-end.
e Deferred charges
This item chiefly reflects amounts paid in advance by the Parent Company for the leases
of two industrial buildings standing on lots of the Madrid Transport Centre. The amounts
are expensed by the straight-line method over the duration of the leases, i.e., 40 years. The
caption further includes deferred interest on financial leasing contracts signed by Correo
Híbrido, S.A. These amounts are taken to results during the period remaining to maturity,
following a financial criterion.
f Stocks
The Parent Company’s stocks of stamps, cards and seals are valued at their specific purchase
price by batch. Other philatelic products are stated at weighted average cost.
The rest of stocks are stated at the lesser of purchase price as determined by the weighted
average price method, or net realisable value.
The Group allocates provisions for the depreciation of stocks whose cost exceeds their market
value or wherever the recoverability of costs is doubtful.
g Trade debtors
The Group allocates insolvency provisions so as to cover balances of a certain age and balances
which, on a prudential basis, should be classed as doubtful.
Where the collection period for a trade debtor balance exceeds one year, part of the sale price
is treated as implied interest and recorded as deferred revenues, and then taken to revenues on
the basis of a financial criterion.
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Following widespread business practice, part of the sales made by Chronoexprés, S.A. are
transacted using accepted or non-accepted drafts.
The expense of discounting drafts is recognised in the profit and loss account when incurred,
and is not deferred over the period of maturity of the respective drafts due to the insignificant
effect that such a deferral would have on determining the results for each year.
h Short-term financial investments
Short-term financial investments chiefly comprise fixed-term deposits falling due in the short term
and providing fixed-rate returns. Interest – also included in this item – is scheduled on a financial
basis.
i Foreign currency transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are recorded at their euro value at the rates ruling at the time of
the transactions. Gains and losses on exchange differences arising on cancellation of balances
from transactions in foreign currency are recognised in the profit and loss account at the time
of accrual.
Foreign exchange transactions relating to the Parent Company’s international money order
service are valued at the exchange rate ruling at the time of the transaction, plus a fixed
percentage to offset any adverse fluctuations from that date to the actual payment of the
outstanding balance.
Foreign currency balances at year-end are stated in euros at exchange rates approximating
the rates ruling at the accounting year-end. Unrealised net losses on exchange differences
are recognised as an expense, as determined for groups of currencies of similar maturity and
market behaviour; while unrealised net gains, also determined in this way until realised, are
deferred.
j Short-/long-term
The balance sheet classifies as short-term those borrowings and debts whose maturity is equal
to or less than twelve months; other borrowings and debts are classified as long-term.
k Compensation for lay-offs
Group companies are under the obligation to pay compensation to any employees under ordinary
employment contracts who are laid off, except when the dismissal is for certain legally defined
reasons.
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Given that there is no foreseeable need for anomalous lay-offs, and that staff who retire or resign
from their jobs do not receive compensation, any lay-off compensation payouts that emerge are
charged to expenses at the time the decision to lay off is made.
The Parent Company’s legal relations with staff retaining public-employee status are governed
by the Ley 30/1984, de 2 de agosto, de medidas para la Reforma de la Función Pública
(‘the Civil Service Reform Act’) and, in particular, by Royal Decree 1638/95 of 6 October
1995, enacting the staff regulations of the former independent entity Correos y Telégrafos
(see note 1).
l Pension supplements and voluntary leave of absence incentives
• Pension supplements:
On 26 September 2000 the Company created a fixed-contribution pension plan to supplement
the employee benefits under public-sector social security and government pension schemes.
The pension plan is governed by Royal Legislative Decree 1/2002 of 29 November 2002, which
consolidates the original Ley 8/1997, de 8 de junio, de Regulación de los Planes y Fondos de
Pensiones (‘the Pensions Act’) and its later amendments, and by Royal Decree 304/2004 of 20
February 2004, enacting the Pension Regulations. The Company’s minimum annual contribution
pursuant to the Rules of the Correos y Telégrafos Pension Plan is 0.5% of total employee pay in
the year.
The global amount of contributions by the Company to a financial institution since 2000, when the
pension fund was created, is 57,434,000 euros. The amount committed and accrued in 2006 was
12,780,000 euros, which exceeds 0.5% of total employee pay. As at 31 December 2006 the
Company had no commitment further to the 57,434,000 euros already contributed. The plan is
open on a voluntary basis to serving permanent employees under ordinary employment contracts,
public employees in active service or special service, and temporary staff whose contract at the
time of their application to join the scheme has been in force for at least two years continuously.
The amount recorded each year as staff expenses reflects the commitments contracted by the
Company in that year (see note 18).
• Voluntary leave of absence incentives:
Under an agreement dated 19 June 2006 between the Company and workers’ representatives
applicable from 2006 to 2008 and Circular 9/2006 de Recursos Humanos de Correos (‘Correos
human resources circular 9/2006’), certain Company employees may voluntarily join a leave of
absence scheme which enables them to leave work for a period of at least five years. The
Company pays them certain amounts based on their pay level at the time of joining the scheme.
At the end of 2006 the Company allocated a provision to cover these staff costs on the basis of
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historic data on applications to join the scheme and the estimated unit cost per application.
Pursuant to Correos’ commitments to its employees, however, this provision may in no event
cause the total personnel expense in a year to exceed the budgeted amount.
• Retirement and length-of-service bonuses:
The various collective bargaining agreements applicable by geographical area in Chronoexprés,
S.A. provide that employees taking voluntary early retirement from age 60 to 65 must be paid
a length-of-service bonus, which varies from various fixed sums to a set number of monthly
payments. The fixed sums vary by applicable collective bargaining agreement from 11,263.35
euros to 1,477.72 euros based on employee age (60 to 65). The employee must in all cases have
worked for the Company for 10 to 30 years, depending on the applicable collective bargaining
agreement.
At 31 December 2006, Chronoexprés, S.A. had outsourced these bonuses under a deferred
group life insurance policy arranged with an insurer. The scheme is funded by payment of annual
premiums for the amounts accrued for accounting purposes, having regard to the conditions of
the relevant group and actuarial assumptions.
The amount of the initial premium at the effective date of the insurance agreement was calculated
on the following technical basis:
• Survival tables: PERMF2000P.
• Insured minimum interest rate: 2.2% for the full duration of the calculation of the mathematical
provision arising from the premium.
• Internal handling and administration expenses: 2% of the premium.
• Broker’s fee: 3% of the premium.
• Calculation method: as prescribed under article 3, Orden EHA/3433/2006 de 2 de noviembre
(order of the Ministry of Economy and Finance).
m Corporation tax
The Ley 24/1998, de 13 de julio, de Regulación del Servicio Postal Universal y de Liberalización
de los Servicios Postales (‘the Postal Service Liberalisation Act’), article 19, exempts from
all taxes those activities carried out by the Parent Company in connection with ‘reserved
services’. Net earnings from reserved services are therefore exempt from corporation tax
[Impuesto sobre Sociedades]. On 25 January 2006 the Company applied to the Public
Works Ministry for amendment of article 19.1(b) of the Postal Service Liberalisation Act.
Under the requested statutory amendment, inserted as final provision 1(3) of the Proyecto de
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Ley de Creación de la Comisión Nacional del Sector Postal (a parliamentary bill to create a
regulatory body for the postal industry) published on 15 January 2007 in the Boletín Oficial
de las Cortes Generales (the national parliamentary gazette), the Parent Company would
become subject to corporation tax for all activities, i.e., both reserved and non-reserved
services, provided the statute is finally enacted on terms similar to those provided by the
wording of the Proyecto de Ley. While that statutory amendment remains in the process of
being passed into law, we shall calculate corporation tax for 2006 on the basis of reserved
services being tax-exempt.
Under article 29 of the Postal Services Liberalisation Act and under Directive 97/67/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council, of 15 December 1997, on common rules for the
development of the internal market of Community postal services and the improvement of quality
of service, the Parent Company calculates net earnings on services subject to corporation tax on
the basis of the result obtained from its analytical accounts.
The Parent Company operates an analytical accounting system under Orden Ministerial
FOM/2447/2004, de 12 de julio, on analytical accounting and separation of accounts of postal
operators. At the date of preparation of these annual financial statements, the results produced
by the analytical accounting used to calculate corporation tax for 2006 are as yet unaudited. The
Parent Company nonetheless takes the view that the results of such audit will not materially affect
the estimated corporation tax expense for 2006.
The Parent Company calculates corporation tax expense on the business earnings of the
provision of non-reserved services, adjusted by permanent differences between fiscal and
book earnings, taking account of applicable rebates and deductions. The rest of Group
companies calculate their corporation tax expense on the basis of their pre-tax earnings,
adjusted by permanent differences between fiscal and book earnings, taking account
of applicable rebates and deductions. The tax effect of any timing differences, credits for
deductible losses and rebate and offset rights pending application are recognised in the
relevant balance sheet items, classified by maturity in accordance with their scheduled period
of reversal or realisation.
The basis of recognition of deferred tax liabilities is to record all items, including those of which
the reversal is not immediately scheduled. Tax credits for deductible losses, prepaid taxes and
offset and rebate rights pending application are only recognised on the asset side of the balance
sheet to the extent that their future realisation is reasonably assured over a maximum period of 10
years, or where there exist deferred tax set to reverse during the expiry period of the offset right
from ten years onwards.
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Tax credits for deductible losses are recognised only if the negative taxable base arises from an
exceptional event in the Company’s business, provided the causes of such event may reasonably
be considered to have disappeared.
The balances of deferred tax assets and liabilities are adjusted to reflect any changes to the rate
of corporation tax.
n Capital contributions
Non-refundable capital contributions received by the Parent Company for the provision of the
universal postal service are stated on the liabilities side of the balance sheet at the original
contributed amount, net of imputations to results, using a straight-line method over a period
equivalent to the lifetime of the fixed assets funded by the contributions. Imputation to the profit
and loss account of contributions allocated to funding land purchases are deferred to the year in
which the sale occurs (see note 13).
Operating contributions received by the Parent Company for provision of the universal postal
service are recorded as revenues on the profit and loss account in the period for which they were
granted.
ñ Recognition of expenses and revenues
Expenses are recognised on an accrual basis, and are thus recorded when the real movement
occurs of goods and services that the figures represent, regardless of the time of payment.
Foreseeable risks and eventual losses originating in the year or in a previous year are recorded
as soon as they become known.
The Parent Company’s postal service revenues received through sale of franking elements
(stamps and similar) are recorded at the time of sale, irrespective of the actual time the postal
service is provided.
For the rest of postal services and other services provided by other Group companies, and the
Company’s money order and telegraph services, revenues are recognised upon actual provision
of the service, i.e., when the real movement occurs.
o Value-added tax (‘IVA’)
Non-deductible value-added tax (Spanish ‘IVA’) forms part of the acquisition price of investment
assets and of the cost of goods and services under transactions subject to value-added tax.
Adjustments for non-deductible value-added tax borne by reason of the regularisation associated
with final pro rata determinations, including the regularisation of investment assets, do not alter
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the initial valuations of those assets. Therefore, any such effect is recorded in the profit and loss
account.
Article 2 of the Ley 23/2005, de 18 de noviembre, de reformas en materia tributaria para el impulso
a la productividad (‘the Tax Incentives for Productivity Act’) changed the value-added tax rules
applicable to the postal services provided by the Parent Company with effect from 1 January
2006. In particular, from 1 January 2006 the value-added tax exemption for postal services
was limited to universal postal services reserved to the operator appointed to provide them,
i.e., the Company. This new scenario has significantly increased deductible value-added tax.
The Company is therefore filing restatements in respect of investment assets within the legally
prescribed deadlines. In addition, at 31 December 2006 regularised the provisional pro rata figure
applied and the final figure for 2006. The total revenue from such regularisations was stated under
the caption ‘Taxes’ within ‘Other operating expenses’ of the consolidated profit and loss account
(see note 19).
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Intangible fixed assets

The detail of movements in 2006 is as follows:

Cost

31.12.05

Additions

Disposals

31.12.06

Research and development expenses

366

–

(366)

–

Industrial property rights

592

–

(248)

344

1,358

–

–

1,358

Goodwill

12,816

–

–

12,816

Merger goodwill

31,299

–

–

31,299

Lease premium

421

–

–

421

141,605

13,023

–

154,628

8,696

–

–

8,696

1

–

–

1

197,154

13,023

(614)

209,563

Research and development expenses

(366)

–

366

–

Industrial property rights

(345)

(34)

248

(131)

Assets being acquired under
finance leases

(346)

(136)

–

(482)

(6,804)

(1,173)

–

(7,977)

Merger goodwill

(13,236)

(3,130)

–

(16,366)

Lease premium

(63)

(14)

–

(77)

(106,897)

(17,259)

–

(124,156)

(8,627)

(69)

–

(8,696)

(136,684)

(21,815)

614

(157,885)

(24,075)

–

4,303

(19,772)

36,395

(8,792)

4,303

Assets being acquired under
finance leases

IT applications
Technical studies and papers
Other

Accumulated depreciation

Goodwill

IT applications
Technical studies and papers

Less goodwill
provisions

31,906
Thousands of euros
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The following table details the cost, accumulated amortisation and provisions relating to goodwill items
at Chronoexprés, S.A. in chronological order:

Accumulated
amortisation

Goodwill

Cost

Prior to 1999

1,087

(1,087)

–

In 1999

5,860

(4,395)

(1,465)

In 2002

5,869

(2,495)

(3,374)

12,816

(7,977)

(4,839)

2003 goodwill

31,299

(16,366)

(14,933)

In 2003

44,115

(24,343)

(19,772)

Provisions

Thousands of euros

In 2004 the directors of Chronoexprés, S.A., based on studies conducted by independent experts,
concluded that the above goodwill items had suffered a material loss in value, and decided to provision
them in full. The directors of Chronoexprés, S.A. take the view that the conclusions of the assessment
of the value of those goodwill items continued to hold in 2006.
From 2005, on an annual basis, the provision for the goodwill items was applied in an amount equal to
the amortisation allocation for the year. In 2006, that amount was 4,303,000 euros.
Correo Híbrido, S.A. uses certain machinery under a financial leasing contract.
The amount of wholly depreciated items as at 31 December 2006 totalled 113,036,000 euros.
In 2006, additions were recorded of 5,065,000 euros, funded by non-refundable capital contributions.
As at 31 December 2006, the Parent Company has signed contracts to purchase IT applications worth
4,468,000 euros.
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Tangible fixed assets

The detail of movements in 2006 is as follows:

Cost

31.12.05

Land

334,100

31,474

(23,721)

1,049

342,902

Buildings and other built assets

956,830

29,813

(2,162)

48,502

1,032,983

Plant and machinery

311,852

11,591

(12,183)

9,044

320,304

Other fixtures, fittings, tools and equipment

154,897

21,321

(4,368)

1,229

173,079

Information processing systems

111,257

14,895

(5,569)

234

120,817

Transport elements

56,868

14,395

(3,675)

–

67,588

Other fixed assets

5,714

236

(213)

–

5,737

101,602

81,562

–

(50,876)

132,288

Machinery in progress

2,129

863

–

(169)

2,823

Fixed-asset advances

14,623

1,062

–

(9,013)

6,672

2,049,872

207,212

(51,891)

–

2,205,193

Buildings and other built assets

(176,183)

(25,759)

621

1

(201,320)

Plant and machinery

(163,467)

(25,677)

10,112

(37)

(179,069)

Other fixtures, fittings, tools and equipment

(87,055)

(12,180)

3,357

36

(95,842)

Information processing systems

(71,529)

(15,179)

5,074

–

(81,634)

Transport elements

(25,519)

(6,543)

3,612

–

(28,450)

Other fixed assets

(4,542)

(247)

155

–

(4,634)

(528,295)

(85,585)

22,931

–

(590,949)

1,521,577

121,627

(28,960)

–

1,614,244

Land

(25,104)

(928)

22,247

–

(3,785)

Buildings and other built assets

(34,921)

(20,013)

19,730

(635)

(35,839)

(19)

(31)

4

–

(46)

(60,044)

(20,972)

41,981

(635)

(39,670)

1,461,533

100,655

13,021

(635)

Buildings and other construction in progress

Additions

Disposals

Transfers

31.12.06

Accumulated depreciation

Net value
Provisions

Plant and machinery

(Note 14)

1,574,574
Thousands of euros
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The Central Government, through its Directorate General of State Assets, has the right of first refusal
to purchase certain buildings owned by the Parent Company under the Council of Ministers’ resolution
authorising the incorporation of the Company. The exercise price of that right of first refusal will be
set by surveyed value appraised by the technical units of the Directorate General of State Assets,
which will use a property valuation by a public corporation specialising in property surveying. The
Central Government also has the right of first refusal to lease the buildings if the Company decides
to lease them.
The additions under ‘Land’, ‘Buildings and other built assets’, and ‘Buildings and other built assets in
progress’ chiefly relate to acquisitions for mail admission and sorting centres and to the acquisition cost
of opening new technical offices and other premises for the conduct of the Parent Company’s principal
activity.
Additions in ‘Plant and machinery’ chiefly relate to 4,281,000 euros of investment in automatic sorting
machines.
Land retirements mostly reflect corrections made by the Company to the cost value of specific plots so
as suitably to report their legal status. The loss relating to these corrections recorded in the result for the
year was 16,701,000 euros, after the provision of 6,228,000 euros created in this respect over previous
years was offset against the cost of those plots.
In 2006, the Company commissioned valuations of certain plots and buildings it owns. Comparison of
the newly appraised value of each asset to its historic cost value uncovered a need to record or reverse
certain provisions. Specifically, the Company has allocated and reversed provisions in respect of land
in the amount of 928,000 euros and 16,019,000 euros, and in respect of buildings and other built assets
of 16,305,000 euros and 16,322,000 euros, respectively.
Disposals from provisions for buildings and built assets include 3,408,000 euros relating to certain
elements whose net book value, after the year’s depreciation, is lower than their contribution value (see
note 4(b)), adjusted by the amount of fixed-asset provisions. This amount was recorded under the item
‘Variation in fixed-asset provisions’ in the profit and loss account
Within the balance of ‘Buildings and other built assets’ an amount of 5,173,000 euros relates to the
cost of two industrial buildings owned by Chronoexprés, S.A., built on land assigned by a third party.
Chronoexprés, S.A. is under a duty to keep the buildings and their amenities in perfect operating
condition. All this property shall be transferred to the assignee in 2032. The remaining lifetimes over
which these two industrial buildings are being depreciated are 25 and 26 years.
Chronoexprés, S.A. has not recorded any provisions to pay for any repairs on the buildings and
amenities on the view that the facilities are not complex and the amounts allocated annually to repair
and maintenance are sufficient to hand over the assets in perfect operating condition.
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The amount of wholly depreciated items as at 31 December 2006 totalled 220,745,000 euros. The net
book value of fixed assets not involved in operation was 8,841,000 euros.
In 2006, some of the additions recorded at the Parent Company were funded by non-refundable capital
contributions totalling 86,775,000 euros.
As at 31 December 2006, the Parent Company has signed contracts to purchase tangible fixed assets
worth 47,651,000 euros. The Company has no final commitments of sale of assets of significant net
book value.
The Group has insurance policies in place to cover the risks affecting its tangible fixed assets.

8

Financial investments

The detail of movements in 2006 is as follows:

31.12.05

Deposits and bonds
Permanent financial investments

Additions

Disposals

Transfers

31.12.06

943

142

(157)

35

963

64

–

–

–

64

1,007

142

(157)

35

1,027
Thousands of euros
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Stocks

The detail as at 31 December 2006 is as follows:
Stamps:
In possession of third parties
In warehouses
In Philately

4,521
968
947

Other franking signs

317

Other philatelic products

452

Other

446
7,651

Less depreciation provisions

(3,566)
4,085
Thousands of euros

The detail of movements of the provision in 2006 is as follows:
Balance at 1 January 2006
Allocations
Reversals
Balance at 31 December 2006

3,316
428
(178)
3,566
Thousands of euros

Expenses in 2006 for stocks procurement were:
Net purchases of
Stamps

5,928

Postmark stamps, forms and other franking signs

4,221

Philatelic products
Other products

331
2,641
13,121

Work by other companies
Increase in stocks

4,834
(1,399)
16,556
Thousands of euros
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Debtors

The detail as at 31 December 2006 is as follows:
Trade debtors and commercial drafts receivable
Doubtful trade debtors
International mail balances
Other debtors
Government bodies:
IVA (value-added tax)
IGIC (Canary Islands sales tax)
Corporation tax refundable
2006 (note 23)
Previous years
Advance taxes on earnings (note 23)
Credits for deductible losses (note 23)
Other
Employees

320,946
8,739
58,347
3,340
3,223
26
81
1,029
9,580
154
100
745
406,310

Less insolvency provisions

(17,366)
388,944
Thousands of euros

a International mail balances
This item represents the Parent Company’s accounts receivable held with third-country postal
operators in respect of provision of postal and telegraph services.
b Insolvency provision
The detail of movements in 2006 is as follows:
Balance at 31 December 2005
Allocations

23,170
2,683

Reversals

(8,487)

Balance at 31 December 2006

17,366
Thousands of euros
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In addition, the Group recorded under the item ‘Variation in trade provisions’ of the consolidated
profit and loss account an expense of 5,200,000 euros due to a direct cancellation of defaulting
debts.
At 31 December 2006, the provision for credit notes in respect of invoices issued at Chronoexprés, S.A.
totals 689,000 euros. The provision is stated net of the balance of ‘trade debtors and commercial drafts
receivable’. In 2006, Chronoexprés, S.A. reversed 724,000 euros of this provision, on the view that it was
unnecessary as at 31 December 2006.

11

Short-term financial investments

The detail of movements in 2006 is as follows:

31.12.05

Fixed-income securities
Deposits and bonds
Interest accrued
Other

Additions

Disposals

Transfers

31.12.06

100,000

480,000

(310,000)

–

270,000

10,743

2,934

(280)

(35)

13,362

702

13,562

(9,972)

–

4,292

12

–

–

–

12

111,457

496,496

(320,252)

(35)

287,666
Thousands of euros

As at 31 December 2006 ‘Fixed-income securities’ records fixed-term deposits of the Company with
maturities up to February 2007, which accrue interest at 3.014% to 3.610% annually.
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Equity

The reconciliation of movements in consolidated shareholders’ funds is provided in the attached
Appendix, which forms part of this note.
a Share capital
At 31 December 2006 the Parent Company’s share capital comprises 611,521 registered shares,
each of a nominal value of 1,000 euros and fully subscribed and paid in. All shares have equal
voting and economic rights.
Shares are fully subscribed by Central Government, through its Directorate General of State
Assets.
On 29 December 2006 the sole shareholder of the Parent Company, constituted as a universal
General Meeting of the Company, decided to increase share capital by 16,027,000 euros by the
issue of 16,027 ordinary registered shares, each of a nominal value of 1,000 euros. The increase
was wholly subscribed, paid in and filed with the registrar of companies by the Parent Company’s
sole shareholder, Central Government, in the exercise of its right of first refusal to subscribe
shares.
b Share premium account
The share premium account, created at the time of incorporation of the Parent Company, is
subject to the same restrictions and may be used for the same purposes as the Company’s
voluntary reserves, including conversion to share capital.
c Legal reserve
Companies are bound to allocate 10% of profits for the year to a legal reserve up until such
reserve at least equals 20% of share capital. The reserve may only be used to cover a negative
balance of the profit and loss account if no other reserves are available. Under certain conditions,
the legal reserve may be used to increase share capital, to the extent that the legal reserve
exceeds 10% of the increased share capital figure.
d Reserves required by Articles of Association
Under the Parent Company’s Articles of Association, the Company must allocate 20% of profits
for the year to reserves required by Articles of Association. As at 31 December 2006, these
reserves may be freely disposed of.
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e Voluntary reserves
As at 31 December 2006, voluntary reserves may be freely disposed of.
f Other reserves
This item reflects the reserves generated by certain consolidation adjustments, particularly,
elimination of the provision for depreciation of financial investments and accumulated amortisation
of consolidation goodwill up to 31 December 2005.
g Reserves at consolidated companies
The detail as at 31 December 2006 is as follows:

Result
for 2005

31.12.05

Correo Híbrido, S.A.
Correos Telecom, S.A.
Chronoexprés, S.A.

31.12.06

(111)

209

98

923

670

1,593

(126,295)

(21,669)

(147,964)

(125,483)

(20,790)

(146,273)
Thousands of euros

h Consolidated profit for the year
The consolidated profit for 2006 itemised by company is as follows:

Individual
results

Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos, S.A.

Consolidation
adjustments

Consolidated
result

142,216

8,812

151,028

Correo Híbrido, S.A.

306

–

306

Correos Telecom, S.A.

146

(46)

100

(9,118)

–

(9,118)

133,550

8,766

Chronoexprés, S.A.

(Note 23)

142,316
Thousands of euros

The consolidation adjustments consist mainly of the elimination of provisions for depreciation of financial
investments at Group companies.
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Deferred income

The detail as at 31 December 2006 is as follows:
Capital contributions
Deferred interest receivable (see note 5(g))
Gains on exchange
Other

538,388
284
1,206
24
539,902
Thousands of euros

The movements in contributions allocated to funding the Parent Company’s fixed-asset purchases were
as follows in 2006:
Contribution pending imputation to the profit and loss
account as at 01 January 2006

484,411

Contribution received in the year (see notes 6 and 7)

91,840

Less recognised revenues in the year

(37,863)

Balance at 31 December 2006

538,388
Thousands of euros

The Company meets the requirements associated with the grant of capital subsidies, and expects to
meet the requirements for entitlement to such subsidies.
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Provisions for risks and charges

The detail and movements for 2006 are as follows:

31.12.05

Provision for taxes

Additions

Excesses

Applications

Transfers

31.12.06

6,369

184

–

–

–

6,553

70

–

–

(70)

–

–

70,260

5,776

(6,283)

(4,240)

(635)

64,878

76,699

5,960

(6,283)

(4,310)

(635)

Provision for retirement
bonuses (note 5(1))
Provision for
liabilities

(Note 7)

71,431
Thousands of euros

a Provision for taxes
The provision for taxes records estimated amounts covering contingencies arising from various
tax claims made against the Company.
b Provision for liabilities
The provision for liabilities chiefly reflects estimated amounts payable in respect of penalty
proceedings in the Competition Tribunal – which the Company has appealed against – and court
actions against the Company, mostly in civil and employment-law proceedings, and provisions
for integral renovation of buildings (see note 5(c)).
Additions in 2006 consisted of allocations to various items detailed in the above section, the
main counterparts being ‘Other extraordinary charges’, ‘Financial expenses’, ‘Staff costs’ and
‘Other operating expenses’, in the amounts 1,121,000 euros, 780,000 euros, 2,258,000 euros
and 1,617,000 euros, respectively.
‘Excesses’ reflects certain amounts recorded in previous years for the above items where a
decision favourable to the Company was issued in 2006; the Company has thus proceeded to
reverse the associated provisions.
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Long-term creditors and short-term
bank debt

The detail of movements in Long-term creditors 2006 is as follows:

31.12.05

Additions

Disposals

31.12.06

Money order service
start-up fund

4,973

–

–

4,973

Deutsche Bank creditors

3,321

301

–

3,622

426

–

(284)

142

8,720

301

(284)

8,737

Bank debt

Thousands of euros

The money order service start-up fund has no set maturity and does not accrue interest.
‘Deutsche Bank creditors’ states the amounts received in the Parent Company’s operations in its
capacity as agent. At 31 December 2006 the amount had to equal a preset percentage of the funds
managed by the Parent Company in connection with its activity as agent. The Parent Company
undertakes to return the amounts on termination of the agency contract – by early termination or
lapse of the term of effect in February 2015 – or later, if thus agreed under a new contract. The amount
does not accrue interest in favour of Deutsche Bank.
‘Bank debt’ records the long-term balance outstanding to a bank for the use of various intangible fixed
assets under a financial leasing contract. The only contract in effect was signed on 13 June 2003 and
comprises 60 monthly instalments, with a purchase option valued at 24,000 euros. The interest rate
applicable to the contract is revisable half-yearly.
The detail of bank debt as at 31 December 2006 is:

Interest rate

Financial leasing debt

Euríbor + 0,2%

Maturity

2008

Long - term

Short - term

142

287
THOUSANDS OF euros

The long-term maturity profile is at two years.
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Trade creditors

The detail as at 31 December 2006 is as follows:
Creditors for services rendered

138,067

Mail balances

73,469

Notes payable to suppliers

19,254

Suppliers

15,533

Volume discounts on sales

13,001

Customer advances

1,729
261,053
Thousands of euros

‘Mail balances’ represents the amount of outstanding payment obligations as at 31 December 2006 to
third-country postal operators for postal and telegraph services rendered.

17

Other non-trade creditors

The detail as at 31 December 2006 is as follows:
Fixed-asset suppliers

83,329

Government bodies

67,737

Accrued wages and salaries

39,483

Money order deposits

17,177

Deposits and bonds
Other creditors

5,714
2
213,442
Thousands of euros
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a Government bodies
The detail of balances owed to government bodies as at 31 December 2006 is as follows:
Tax authorities:
IRPF (personal income tax)
Corporation tax (note 23)
Customs
IVA (value-added tax)
Other
Deferred taxes (note 23)

20,828
20,795
1,980
440
395

Social security

18,303

164

Public employee pension rights

3,292

MUFACE (public employee mutual society)

1,540
67,737
Thousands of euros

b Accrued wages and salaries
This item consists of provisions for extra wages and other pay items accrued by the yearend, and further includes 12,086,000 euros in respect of the provision calculated by the
Company to cover staff departures associated with voluntary leave of absence incentives
(see note 5(l)).
c Money order deposits
This chiefly consists of money orders deposited before 31 December 2006 and paid to payees
after that date, and expired money orders.
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Staff costs

The detail for 2006 is as follows:
Wages, salaries and similar remuneration

1,225,372

Social security contributions:
Social security
Other social expenses

168,056
11,930

Contribution to pension fund

12,780
1,418,138
Thousands of euros

‘Contribution to pension fund’ is the Company’s contribution accrued in 2006 by virtue of the Correos y
Telégrafos Pension Plan of 26 September 2000 (see note 5(l)).
The Group’s staffing levels in 2006 were:

Average
staff

Governing Board members
Senior executives
Rest:
Public employees
Employees under ordinary contracts

144

Staff at 31/12/2006
Men

Women

–

14

4

28

24

4

34,067
32,994

24,228
12,530

9,177
17,971

67,089

36,796

21,156
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Other operating expenses

The detail for 2006 is as follows:
Transport

172,313

Mail balances

56,888

Repairs and maintenance

48,404

Leases and fees

31,940

Supplies

30,756

Cleaning services

26,856

Independent professional services

25,067

Security

18,898

Communications

15,906

Advertising, marketing and public relations

10,892

Stamp sale commissions

3,651

Insurance

3,105

Taxes

(4,393)

Other services

26,437
466,720
Thousands of euros

‘Independent professional services’ includes 14,693,000 euros in respect of the Parent Company’s current
expense for partner entities’ fees. These entities are retained by the Company under contract to promote,
disseminate, market and reinforce postal services on behalf of the Company, and to conduct collection,
processing, franking, sorting and transport of postal items for deposit at Correos facilities.
‘Mail balances’ reflects the cost charged to the Company by the postal operators of various countries in
respect of provision of postal and telegraph services addressed to residents in those countries.
‘Taxes’ recognises the effect of regularisation of the final pro rata determination for 2006 and the regularisation
of the pro rata figure determined for investment assets at the Parent Company. These regularisations
generated revenues in 2006 of 9,123,000 euros (see note 5(o)).
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Net turnover

Total turnover from sales and service provision in 2006 were as follows:
Sales and provision of services:
Services
Net sales (stamps, postmark stamps and philatelic products)

1,844,793
326,383
2,171,176

Returned goods and volume discounts:
Volume discounts
Returned goods

(12,421)
(661)
(13,082)
2,158,094
Thousands of euros

All sales and provision of services in the year were carried out within Spanish territory, except 7,248,000
euros for service provision in the international market.
‘Sales and provision of services’ includes the Parent Company’s sales of special money order rights for
an approximate amount of 24,390,000 euros.
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Government contributions

This item chiefly reflects 1,033,000 euros of government contributions received under the Ley de
Presupuestos Generales del Estado de 2006 (‘the Budget Act 2006’) for the provision of the universal
postal service by the Parent Company in 2006 (see note 5(n)), and other contributions in respect of
various items.

22

	Information on the Board of Directors of the Parent 		
	Company
Pay accrued for all items in 2006 by Parent Company Directors in all Group companies totalled 452,000
euros.
As at 31 December 2006, Parent Company Directors held no accounts receivable or payable with respect to
Group companies, nor did Group companies owe Directors any pension or life-assurance items.
Parent Company Directors own no shares, nor hold office or carry out functions, in companies whose objects
are identical, similar or complementary to the objects of Group companies, according to their written
disclosures.
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Tax situation

Group companies are subject to corporation tax. The Parent Company is subject only in respect of
net earnings on non-reserved services (see note 5(m)). Earnings, as determined under tax laws and
regulations, are subject to a 35% tax on the taxable base. Certain deductions may be made from the
resulting tax charge, however.
Tax laws allow certain transactions to be treated differently. Therefore, the book pre-tax results of
subsidiaries and for the Parent Company’s non-reserved services differ from the fiscally determined
taxable base. We provide a reconciliation below of the consolidated book result and the aggregate
fiscally determined taxable base:

Consolidated profit before tax
Consolidation adjustments (note 12(h))
Aggregate profit before tax

226,887
(8,766)
218,121

Loss at Parent Company on reserved
services (note 5(m))

9,362

Other permanent differences

(747)

Aggregate accounting base:
Positive
Negative

237,915
(11,179)

Temporary differences:
Arising in the year
Reversal brought forward from previous years

6,287
(22,384)

Losses brought
forward
Aggregate taxable base:
Positive
Negative

(208)
221,610
(11,179)

Aggregate tax on positive taxable
base at 35%

77,563

Deductions

(2,062)

Aggregate liquidated tax

75,501

Withholding tax and prepayments

(54,787)

Corporation tax receivable (note 10)

(81)

Corporation tax payable (note 17(a))

20,795
Thousands of euros
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Following a principle of prudence, the subsidiary Chronoexprés, S.A. does not recognise tax
prepayments generated by temporary differences. Such differences – in the amount of (3,267,000)
euros – have therefore been treated as permanent, and stated within ‘Other permanent differences’
(see note 5(m)).
The corporation tax expense for 2006 was calculated as follows:
Positive aggregate accounting base at 35%

83,270

Adjustments to estimated tax for 2005

2,212

Adjustment in respect of change to tax rate

1,258

Deductions

(2,062)

Effect of non-capitalised tax losses

(73)

Capitalisation of tax credits for deductible losses

(34)

Corporation tax expense

84,571
Thousands of euros

The detail and movements in 2006 of temporary differences across the Group in recognition of expenses
and revenues for accounting and tax purposes, and their respective accumulated tax effect, were as
follows:

31.12.05

Credits for deductible losses
(note 10)

Additions

Adjustments
to estimated
tax for 2005

Adjustment
in respect of
change to tax
rate

Reversal

31.12.06

147

34

–

(27)

–

154

47,360
16,576

6,405
2,241

(411)
(145)

–
(1,258)

(22,384)
(7,834)

(30,970)
(9,580)

(430)

(118)

–

–

–

(548)

(150)

(41)

–

27

–

(164)

Prepaid taxes:
Temporary difference
Tax effect (note 10)
Deferred taxes:
Temporary difference
Tax effect [note 17 (a)]

Thousands of euros

On 29 November 2006, the Boletín Oficial del Estado (the Central Government gazette) published the
Ley 35/2006 del Impuesto sobre la Renta de Personas Físicas y de modificación parcial de las leyes de
los Impuestos sobre Sociedades, sobre la Renta de no Residentes y sobre el Patrimonio (a statute on
personal income tax that also reformed corporation tax, foreign residents’ income tax and wealth tax).
The reforms become effective in early 2007. Final provision 2(11) provides that, with effect from tax
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2007, the general corporation tax rate shall be 32.5 percent, and
30 percent for tax periods beginning on or after 1 January 2008. ‘Adjustment in respect of change of
tax rate’ recognises the effect of recording prepaid and deferred tax and tax credits as at 31 December
2006 at the expected rates at which they will be reversed or applied.
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Current laws and regulations establish that taxes may not be deemed finally settled until filed tax
statements have been inspected by the tax authorities or there elapses a limitation period of four
years. At 31 December 2006, Group companies had all applicable taxes since December 2002 open
to inspection by the tax authorities, except corporation tax, which is open to inspection since 1 January
2002. At Correos Telecom, S.A., value-added tax and personal income tax from 1 October 2002 are
open to inspection. Company Directors do not expect significant additional liabilities to emerge in any
inspection procedures.
Under the Ley del Impuesto sobre Sociedades (‘the Corporation Tax Act’), if a taxable base is found to be
negative, its amount may be offset within the fifteen financial periods following the year of the loss; the amount
of the offset may be distributed as the taxpayer sees fit. The offset must be effected upon filing a corporation
tax statement, and is subject to the tax authorities’ power of verification. As at 31 December 2006, Group
companies had the following losses from previous years to offset against future taxable profits:

Year of origin

May be offset
up to

Correo Híbrido, S.A.
2000

2015

78

2001

2016

531

2002

2017

109

2003

2018

88

2004

2019

135
941

Chronoexprés, S.A.
1995

2010

91

1996

2011

813

1997

2012

1,820

1998

2013

1,367

1999

2014

2,426

2000

2015

1,301

2001

2016

11,138

2002

2017

19,350

2003

2018

52,569

2004

2019

38,871

2005

2020

22,011

2006 (estimated)

2021

11,179
162,936
Thousands of euros
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Under article 36 ter of the Corporation Tax Act, the Parent Company has used the tax deduction in
respect of reinvestment of exceptional profits on transfer of tangible and intangible fixed assets in
the year. Such profits totalled 1,702,000 euros. The Company has acquired a duty to reinvest the full
amount of such profits within the period of the previous year and the three years following transfer of the
assets. In 2006 itself, the Parent Company met its reinvestment commitment in full by purchasing new
tangible and intangible fixed assets for an amount exceeding the above sale price.

24

Commitments

As at 31 December 2006, the guarantees provided to third parties by Group companies through various
banks totalled 28,566,000 euros.

25

Remuneration to auditors

KPMG Auditores, S.L., and other companies with which it has ties as defined in Additional Item 14 of the
Ley de Medidas de Reforma del Sistema Financiero (‘the Financial System Reform Act’), have invoiced
the Group during the year ended 31 December 2006 the following fees and expenses for professional
services:

Annual financial statements audit services

329

Audit-related services

114

Other services

35
478
Thousands of euros

The amount indicated in the above table for audit services includes all fees for audit of financial year
2006, irrespective of the date those fees were invoiced.
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26

Environmental information

As at 31 December 2006, Group companies have no significant assets given over to environmental
protection and improvement, nor have incurred any significant expenses of that nature during the year. In
the year ended 31 December 2006, the Group received no environmental subsidies.
Group Company Directors take the view that no contingencies exist in connection with environmental
protection and improvement, and therefore do not think it necessary to allocate any environmental items
to the provision for risks and charges as at 31 December 2006.
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Reconciliation
of movements in
consolidated equity
for the financial year ended 31 December 2006

Parent Company reserves

Balances at 31
December 2005

Other
reserves

Reserves at
consolidated
companies

Consolidated
profit

Total

24,754

63,486 173,277 126,404

(125,483)

177,304

1,316,239

Share
premium
account

Legal
reserve

595,494 281,003

Capital

Reserve
required by
Articles of
Association

Voluntary
reserves

Distribution of profits
for 2005

–

–

17,663

35,327

93,869

21,460

(20,790)

(147,529)

–

Dividend payments

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

(29,775)

(29,775)

16,027

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

16,027

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

142,316

142,316

611,521 281,003

42,417

98,813 267,146 147,864

(146,273)

142,316

1,444,807

Rights issue
Consolidated profit
for 2006

Balances at 31
December 2006

Thousands of euros.
This Appendix is part of Note 12 of the Notes to the Accounts attached to the consolidated financial statements for 2006, and should be read in conjunction with Note 12.
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PROGRESS OF THE BUSINESS AND FUTURE RISKS

PARENT COMPANY
The European postal sector – the Spanish sector in particular – is in the midst of a process of change
and transformation. The sector has attained an advanced state of maturity, with minimal growth in the
volume of mail items and, in some European countries, even volume decreases. The effects of this
scenario on Correos’ business are described below.
This trend in the postal market is mainly due to:
1.1. Technological progress of operators and customers
Present market trends are fuelled by the emergence and penetration of electronic systems posited as
replacements of or alternatives to traditional mail – though they could also operate as a complement
to postal services, or even as a lever for their further development. Business will depend on properly
managing technological uncertainty, perhaps through adapting to the new technological environment.
On first analysis, however, it appears more likely that mail volume will fall away due to postal services
being replaced by electronic services. The effect will be felt more intensely in future, with increased
penetration of the Internet through better technological support, better access quality, lower prices and
generational replacement.
Secondly, customers will save costs by using more sophisticated systems. This increasing sophistication
involves not only new communication technologies, but also better management of postal expenditure
using a range of technological tools – better databases, messages bundled in fewer postal items,
electronic invoicing, etc. All this makes for fewer postal items to meet customers’ communication
needs.
In the face of this, to become less dependent on its traditional postal business Correos continues to
intensify its diversification initiatives.
1.2. Regulatory risk
Liberalisation of the European postal market, and its effect on the Spanish postal sector:
The European postal market is in the midst of a process of regulatory change. The ultimate aim is to
create competition and find a balance between growth and sustainability in operators in charge of
providing the universal postal service, while encouraging the gradual emergence of profitable new
competitors.
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The Spanish market is in an advanced state of liberalisation, which will continue in future through
a decrease in the reserved service area. From 1 January 2006, the scope of reserved area was
decreased from the former boundary of up to 100 grams weight to 50 grams. The next milestone has
been initially scheduled for 1 January 2009, the date set forth under the second postal Directive and
in the preparatory papers for the third Directive as the horizon for full liberalisation.
In addition, from 1 January 2006, Correos, the operator in charge of providing the universal postal
service, which to date was exempt from charging VAT on postal services, will have to charge VAT on
non-reserved services.
The process of liberalisation has encouraged the emergence of new competitors on the market. In
Spain, the competition has developed increasingly, taking the form of widespread consolidation among
competing firms and, in particular, the entry into the Spanish postal market of the main international
operators. In the past three years the major European postal operators have wholly or partly acquired
companies operating in Spain in the parcel delivery, transport and postal services sectors.
In 2006, a number of regulatory changes have exacerbated uncertainty in Spain. The regulations on access
to the postal network are a key issue. The relevant Royal Decree prescribes, as a first step, the creation
of provisional benchmark terms and conditions of access by postal operators to the public operator’s
network. The final form of the benchmark terms and access agreements finally arrived at will be crucial.
The clearest risks include:
– The setting of an access price that fails to cover Correos’ service provision costs, which could
encourage a migration of mail items from the public operator to private operators. This could make
Correos less competitive and, as a result, encourage the development of private networks throughout
the country and raise the market share of private operators.
– Access from points other than the points of admission. The possibility of access from points
‘downstream’ (at the endpoints of the value chain, closest to distribution), such as at sorting centres
at destination provinces or at delivery units, would, among other harmful effects, raise Correos’ costs,
for three main reasons:
• Such centres are not equipped to carry out admission work, as they lack the required technical and
human resources.
• Infrastructure and resources of the postal chain upstream from the point of entry could become
underused, thus raising the average cost of the rest of mail items, not involved in the given access
agreement.
• Finally, it could be necessary to equip the new points of access with new facilities and resources to
carry out suitable admission processes.
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At the date of preparation of these annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2006, the
funding mechanism of the universal postal service has still not been specified; this causes uncertainty
in the medium and long term if Correos’ present penetration in the postal sector decreases. Any such
decrease in market share would make it necessary to supplement the funding of the universal postal
service, to accommodate non-reducible overheads and other costs that would not be reducible as
flexibly as shrinking revenues. These needs would have to be funded under a framework agreement or
some other scheme.
To ensure a stable framework for sustainable development of the public operator over the medium and
long term, therefore, two key actions would have to be taken:
a) setting access terms and prices on the basis of the existing postal network’s costs to avoid or
minimise the risks pointed out above, and
b) specifying and implementing a mechanism to fund the duty to provide the universal postal service.
At the date of preparation of these annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2006,
the Public Works Ministry, through its Sub-Directorate of Postal Regulation, is promoting the assessment
and determination of the net cost of providing the mandatory universal postal service, with a view to its
being funded by the Central Government budget as an ‘operating subsidies’ item.
1.3. Forecast effect on Correos’ future volumes
Up to the 1990s, the growth of postal volumes was closely tied to economic growth. This assertion
is confirmed by a wide range of studies, including those conducted by the Universal Postal Union.
In stable periods in which new technologies do not emerge, there is a strong correlation between
economic growth and postal volumes behaviour. However, in recent years Correos’ mail volumes have
grown at a continuously slowing rate, unlike the economy.
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Postal volumes are behaving differently; we need to seek new points of reference to forecast future
volumes. Analysing growth over the past few years to estimate postal volumes behaviour, we find that
the rate of mail growth is on a negative linear trend. By extrapolation, this shows that the best-case
scenario for future mail volumes is an annual decrease of 0.5% in 2005, stagnation in 2006, and a
possible sharper drop of up to 1.90% by 2009.
This estimate mainly reflects the new behaviour brought about by technological replacement; we
should also factor in the effects of liberalisation and the concomitant increase in competitors, as
described below.
1.4. Possible postal service liberalisation scenario:
The second postal Directive, now in effect, sets 1 January 2009 as the date for total opening of the
market to competition. However, the Directive also determines that prior studies should be conducted
to assess the outcome of the measures so far set in motion under the Directive and the effect of
various future scenarios of the opening of the market; the new (third) Directive will provide the final
definition of the process. These scenarios have a point in common: the entry of a wide range of
companies choosing to operate in a part or across the whole market, plus assured provision of the
universal postal service.
The universal postal service is the set of postal services of a specified quality provided permanently
(regularity) at all points of national territory (universality) at affordable prices. The obligation
regularly to reach all points of national territory requires the existence of facilities, points of access
and products that are often unprofitable in business terms, but necessary from a public-service
perspective.
The distinctive feature of Correos as against its present and future competitors is, precisely, its duty
as the operator providing universal service, as opposed to its competitors’ freedom of action.
One of the main issues under discussion for the drafting of the third Directive is the future scope
of the universal postal service. The various European governments and postal operators presently
hold different positions on the future of the postal industry. The first analyses now available suggest
a scenario in which universal service duties are relaxed – such as through fewer delivery days, fewer
points of access and distribution, etc. This would involve a lesser burden on the universal service
operator, and hence a lesser need for State funding.
The market therefore faces an evolving, changing form of provision of universal service which will
crucially influence the public operator. Correos will operate on terms of open competition with the rest
of operators in an industry which must accommodate new technologies and bring in new processes
to encourage accessibility, adapt to changes in service and market demand and tailor its offering to
users’ emerging needs and to new social habits and demographic environments. This will entail an
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intense innovation and investment effort, especially in technology, transport and distribution staff, and
will make it necessary to undertake an overall restructuring of costs.
GROUP COMPANIES
The companies of the Correos Group are aware of the business risks they face and take appropriate
action suitably to monitor and manage those risks.

2

QUALITY

According to internal follow-up of delivery times, as measured from postmarking to first delivery round,
quality parameters at Correos were as follows:
• 80.1% of basic-line items are delivered the first day.
• 82.8% of economy-line items are delivered within four days.
In 2006, as in recent years, Correos has sought to fulfil the reference framework of strategic lines of
action, with a focus on enhancing quality across all its products and services and on efficiency, as
required by the Company’s state-owned nature and by the market itself.
Correos multi-annual plans act on four key axes: the Accessibility Plan for post branches; the Delivery
Quality Plan; the Infrastructure Plan; and the Integra IT Project, which aims to set up an integrated
technological platform to support all the Company’s processes and areas of activity.
These plans are supplemented with implementing schemes which are themselves usually multiannual. They include: the Human Resources Plan, aimed at employee skills upgrading, training and
motivation; the Equipment and Resources Plan, to continue automating the processing of postal
items and improving material resources; and the Marketing Plan, to offer the best solutions for
customers’ needs.
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3

FINANCIAL RESULTS

The Parent Company’s profit on ordinary activities in 2006 was 192.6 million euros, a decrease of 11%
on 2005, when the result was 216.7 million euros. However, thanks to the effect of extraordinary profits,
profit before tax for the year dropped only 5% with respect to 2005.
Chronoexprés, S.A. recorded a loss for the year of 9.1 million euros; this figure nonetheless makes for a
58% improvement on the previous year, and achieves the targets set for 2006 in the business plan 20052007. The substantially improved result was due to an 8% rise in turnover, while the operating expenses
underlying that activity were 1% lower. Chronoexprés, S.A. has consolidated its organisational structure
and has made considerable progress in the internal control and completeness of its information, thus
attaining higher efficiency in resource management and laying the foundations for profitability in the
coming years.
The rest of Group companies performed well, and met the expectations raised by the progress of their
businesses.
Consolidated profit on ordinary activities in 2006 was 179.6 million euros, a decrease of 6.5% on 2005,
when the result was 192 million euros. However, thanks to the effect of extraordinary results, profit
before tax for the year dropped only 5.7% with respect to 2005.
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Below, we show a comparison of the consolidated profit and loss account for both 2006 and
2005:

2006

Net turnover

2005

2,158,094

2,072,298

10,891

31,747

2,168,985

2,104,045

1,418,138

1,340,203

Allocations to fixed asset depreciation

107,735

100,123

Other operating expenses

482,922

483,370

2,008,795

1,923,696

Operating profit

160,190

180,349

Financial results

19,440

11,604

179,630

191,953

47,257

48,398

226,887

240,351

84,571

63,047

Other operating income

Operating revenue
Staff costs

Operating expenses

Profit on ordinary activities
Extraordinary results
Profit for the year (before tax)
Corporation tax

Profit for the year (after tax)

142,316

177,304
Thousands of euros

4

OTHER SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

The Parent Company does not hold treasury shares, has had no R&D expenditure and has not concluded
transactions with financial derivatives in 2006.
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Declaration of the
Governing Board

The preceding Consolidated Annual Financial Statements of Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos,
S.A., which comprise the Consolidated Balance Sheet, the Consolidated Profit and Loss Account, the
Report of Consolidated Annual Financial Statements and the attached Appendix (reconciliation of movements in consolidated equity) corresponding to the financial year closed at 31 December 2006, together with the Directors´ Report corresponding to the same year, were submitted for approval by the
Governing Board of Sociedad Estatal Correos y Telégrafos, S.A. on 30 March 2006. In accordance
with current provisions, the administrators sign and give their conformity with all the abovementioned
documents.
Madrid, 30 March 2007
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